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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Targeted Drug Delivery Systems
The concept of targeted drug delivery systems (IDDS)

20,2J,5l,A9.92

originates from the desire

to increase the therapeutic index of a drug whose in vivo efficacy is small as compared to
its side effects. TDDS employ special drug carriers to direct the drug to its site of action so
as to obtain an optimal pharmacological effect at a minimum dose.
The carriers currently being studied include soluble macromolecular carriers such as
monoclonal antibodies and paticulate carriers such as liposomes.92 However, it has not
been long since these carriers were fust proposed for TDDS, and none has been put to
practical use in therapy. Once a great deal of attention has been focused on the antibody
TDDS as a magic bullet. 92 However, the carrier molecule which is too large to extravasate
does not guarantee that this TDDS will result in high in vivo affinity of the drug for the
targeted site. The same is true for TDDS using particulate carriers.92

1.2 DDS Using Liposomes
Liposomes are vesicles composed of lipid bilayers that enclose an aqueous volume. Since
they were used by Bangham,< 0 liposomes have been extensively studied as carriers of
therapeutic agents. Techniques of drug encapsulation in liposomes have progressed
greatlyJ&,&7,A& However, with some exceptions (macropharge targeting 4,7,72,A2), liposomal
TDDS

81

have not been successful!, mainly because the liposomes do not have the ability to

direct the drug to the targeted

site. 12,l6,l7,22,7J, JoJ,l09

The encapsulation of a toxicic drug in

liposomes can mask the toxicity of the drug. In fact, the encapsulation of certain antitumor
agents 46,60,78,8J,91, and antibiotics 42,48,62 in liposomes have been proposed as a way of
reducing the toxic effects of free drugs on normal organs. The encapsulation of the drug in
liposomes can also prolong the time the drug circulates in the blood. However, we cannot
expect such liposomes to exhibit a high TDD effect
24,25,4J,70,71,79,Al,lOJ

Some workers have tried to endow liposomes with targeting ability by conjugating
small unilamellar vesicles (SUV) with an antibody.S7 However, this trial has proven
unsuccessful partly because the liposomes cannot easily extravasate and therefore cannot to
direct the drug to the targeted site.

3

2
1. 3 Combination of Thermosensitive Liposomes and Hyperthermia
The concept of target-stimulated local drug release has been proposed as a method to create
more usefullliposomal

TDDS.1 S,47,8 6,93,98

In this system, local drug release is designed to

occur in response to small physiological changes at the target or in the blood adjacent to the
target, and therefore extravasation of the administered liposomes is not necessary.
Thermosensitive liposomes

95·100,1°4·107

and pH sensitive

liposomes 15

are typical examples.

Thermosensitive liposomes are designed to release the drug in response to local
hyperthermia (HT: tumor heating at temperatures of 41°C to

45°C) .1B,56

".v.

Generally, the

lamellar structure of the liposomal membrane at the gel-to-liquid-crystalline transition phase

•

llposome
(encapsulating drug)

•

is somewhat loose and porous. Thus, when a liposome is heated to the phase-transition
llposome
(empty)

temperature, it should release its content (Fig . 1.1).39 The use of thermosensitive liposomes
facilitates

this.95-1oo,Jo4-107

In order to achieve a high TDD effect, the liposomes should

release the drug in the short time that they travel concurrently with the blood through the
targeted tumor (Fig . 1.2). However, the early thermosensitive liposomes prepared using
SUV, did not show a good release rate. 105 One reason may be that SUV have too large a
membrane curvature to get an accute phase transition. In this respect, the appropriate
choice of liposomal type is a key factor.

heat

Fig. 1.2 Illustration of thennosensitive Jiposome and hyperthennia mediated tumor drug targeting.

1. 4 Pharmacokinetic Consideration of TDD
A common problem in almost all TDDS currently being studied is the lack of
pharmacokinetic parameter analysis in relation to the TDD effect. 6,12,13,27,28,85 However, this
analysis is very important if we are to learn the uses and limitations of TDDS. For
example, the TDD efficiency of thermosensitive liposomes will be determined not only by
the local drug release rate but also by the systemic clearance of the free drug. If the
clearance of the free drug is very small, the drug concentration at the targeted site after
liposome administration will not be different from that after the administration of a
Gel

Gel/Liquid Crystal
at 40°C - 45°C

Liquid Crystal

conventional dosage form. The TDD efficiency also depends on the systemic clearance of
the liposomes, as the amount of drug released at the targeted site is a function of the release
rate and the liposome concentration in the blood. Thus, the pharmacokinetic parameter
analysis affords us a criterion for the systemic clearance of the drug and the liposomes.

Fig. 1.1 illustration of the phase-transition induced drug release from liposome.

4
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1. 5 Aim of the Present Study
In the present study,5.31·.l8, 66, we focussed on thermosensitive LUV encapsulating cisplatin

Chapter 2 In Vitro Heat-Specific Drug Release of Large
Unilamellar Vesicle JJ

(CDDP), with the intention of obtaining an optimum 'IDDS. First, we examined the
physicochemical properties and the in vitro heat-specific drug release characteristics of
liposomes in search of an optimum liposome formulation, which will be described in

2.1 Introduction
Generally, the lamellar structure of liposome membrane at the gel-to-liquid-crystalline

Chap-ter 2. We also examined the in vivo fate of liposomes (systemic clearance and RES

transition phase is somewhat loose and porous. Therefore, when a liposome is heated at

uptake) after intraveous administration to rats (Chapter 3). We then examined the tumor

the phase-transition temperature, it is supposed to release its content.J9 The thermo-

CDDP levels in tumor-bearing mice after administration of the optimum formulation to see

sensitive liposome facilitates this characteristic. The liposome is prepared with a lipid

if they increased in response to HT (Chapter 4) . We also derived a pharmacokinetic

composition so as to exhibit the gel-to-liquid-crystalline phase transition at HT temperatures
(40-45°C). 95-100,104-107

method to evaluate the efficiency of this 'IDDS. Using the actual in vivo pharmacokinetic
data, we annalyzed the in vivo drug release and examined the factors affecting the 'IDD

The heat-specific drug release, however, depends not only on such a lipid composition

efficiency. This is described in Chapter 5. Finally, we look at the effects of using this

but also on the liposomal type and preparation method. SUV does not release a drug

thermosensitive liposome 'IDDS on the therapeutic index by examining the antitumor

satisfactorily.S0•90•105 This may be disadvantageous for the local drug release. SUV has also

activity and side effects in tumor-bearing mice (Chapter 6).

disadvantages in drug-encapsulating efficiency and stability. 88 LUV is generally thought to
exhibit higher drug-encapsulating efficiency and higher stability than SUV. Magin et al.,
52-55 Maynard

et aL, 61 and Bassett et al. 9•10 reponed that LUV's released an encapsulated

drug more rapidly at HT temperatures. Therefore, LUV may be more favourable for drug
release in response to local HT. However, there has been little information on the drug
release mechanism. 67,68
This chapter described the heat-specific drug release characteristics and other physichochemical properties of a thermosensitive LUV which encapsulates carboxyfluorescein (6CF) or CDDP. The purpose of the study is to find an optimum formulation and to elucidate
the mechanism of the heat-specific drug release.
2. 2 Materials and Methods

2. 2.1 Liposome Preparation
Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC, Nippon Fine Chemical), distearoylphosphatidylcoline (DSPC, Nippon Fine Chemical), 6-CF (Sigma), and CDDP (Aldrich) were used
for SUV and LUV preparations. LUV's were prepared by reverse-phase evaporation
(REV) method.SM 7 To get a lipid composition with the phase transition temperature near
HT temperatures, we preferably used the mixture ofDPPC and DSPC. A CDDP solution
of lOOOpg!ml (sodium chloride solution) and a 6-CF solution of 50J1rnole/ml (phosphate
buffer, pH7) were prepared for the aqueous phase. The osmotic pressure of the aqueous
phase was ajusted so that the osmotic pressure of the internal aqueous fluid in the obtained
liposome was 1.5 or more times higher than the physiological osmotic pressure. Six

7

6
hundred mg of the lipid mixture was dissolved in 200 ml of isopropylether-chloroform
mixture [1:1 (v/v)]. The lipid solution was mixed with 30 ml of the 6-CF solution or the

sodium chrolide solutions of different concentrations. The sample volume for the assay
was 15,ul. The heating rate was 2°C/min.

CDDP solution in a 500 ml round-bottom glass flask by a mixer (Polytron, Kinematica).
The obtained w/o emulsion was homoginized with a sonicator (Ohtake). Then, the
emulsion was transferred to a 1000 ml round-bottom glass flask, and the organic solvent in
the emulsion was evaporated gradually by a rotary evaporator at 60°C to form a LUV

2.2.4 Mean-Size and Size-Distribution of Liposome
The mean size or size distribution of liposomes was determined by three different methods;
electron micrography (negative stain and freeze fracturing), light scattering and filter

suspension. The free CDDP or the free 6-CF in the LUV suspension was removed by
dialysis against saline at room temperature (20-25°C) for 2 days, using a dialyzing tube

extrusion. For the negative stain electron micrography, a SUV (DPPC/DSPC= 9/1, w/w)

(Spectrapor, melecular weight 8000 cut-off, Spectrum Medical). The medium (2000 ml)

40 fold with saline. Carbon- and collosion-coated grid (400 mesh) was floated onto the

was changed at least 5 times during the dialysis. A SUV liposome containing CDDP was

surface of a drop of each liposome. After removing excess fluid, a drop of 2% ammonium

and a LUV (DPPC/DSPC= 9/1, w/w), both of which did not contain the drug, were diluted

Five ml of the aqueous drug solution was

molybdate (pH7 .4) was placed on the grid for negative staining. The grid was allowed to

added to 400 mg of a dry lipid film which was prepared in a round flask, and mixed with a

air dry, and then observed in a JEM-1200EX (JEOL) at 120 kV. For freeze fracturing
electron micrography, 94 a small amount of a LUV (DPPC/DSPC=9/1, w/w) containing
CDDP was placed in a holder and rapidly freezed in liquid nitrogen (-180°C). The freezed

prepared according to a reported

method. 88

vortex mixer (Thermolyne, Sybron). The consequent multilamellar vesicle (MLV) was
sonicated to form a SUV suspension. The free CDDP in the suspension was removed by
the same technique as above.

specimen was fractured under high vacuum. The resulting fractured specimen was
replicated by shadowing with platinum/carbon at angles of about 45°, followed by carbon

2.2.2 Liposomal 6-CF and CDDP Content

shadowing to improve the mechanical stability of the replica for subsequent electron

The liposomally-entrapped amount of 6-CF or CDDP was determined by measuring the

microscopy (JEM-1200EX, JEOL). For the light scattering, a submicron analyzer (N4
submicron particle analyzer, Coulter Electronics) was used. The liposomes were diluted

free and the total amount of 6-CF or CDDP in the liposomal suspension. The free 6-CF or
CDDP was separated from the liposomal suspension by a filter (Centrisart, molecular

with saline 1:100 for the assay. The normalized size distribution was obtained by size-

weight cut-off 20000, Sartorius). The 6-CF concentration was assayed by fluorescene

distribution processor (SDP) analysis. For the filter extrusion, filters of different pore

spectrometry (fluorescene spectrometer, F-3000, Hitachi). The excitation and emission

sizes (Acrodiscs, Gelman; 0.45,um, 1.2,um and 5.0,um, respectively) were used. The

wave-lengths were 494nm and 515nm, respectively. The CDDP concentration was
assayed by atomic absorption spectrophotometry (flameless, F7000, Hitachi)41 or HPLC. a

extruded from the filter. The percentage of the liposome passing through the filter without

In the HPLC assay, the sample was mixed with an equal volume of 10% sodium diethyl-

disruption was evaluated by measuring the concentration of the liposomally-entrapped drug

dithiocarbamate (DDTC, Wako Pure Chemical) and stood at room temperature for 30 min

in the extruded fluid.

liposomes were diluted with saline 1: 20 and the liposomal suspensions (2 ml) were

to form platinum DDTC adduct The adduct was extracted with n-hexane and applied for
HPLC (column, Zorbax CN; eluent, heptane/isopropylalchol = 8/l(v/v); flow rate, lml

2 . 2. 5 Osmotic Pressure of I nterna l Aqueous Fluid in Liposome

/min; detector, UV 254nm).

The osmotic pressure of the internal aqueous fluid in a liposome was measured by directly
applying 3 ml of the liposome obtained before dialysis (pre-dialysis liposome) to an

2. 2. 3 Differen tia l Scannin g Calorimetr y

osmometer (Osmette A, Amuco Corp.). A preliminary study indicated that the osmotic

Phase transition temperatures of hydrated lipid mixtures and liposomal suspensions were

pressure of such a sample was equal to that of the external aqueous fluid. Also, the osmotic

determined by differential scanning calorimetry (SSC 5000, Seiko ). The hydrated lipid

pressure of the internal aqueous fluid did not change after dialysis for removing the free

mixtures were prepared by sonicating the mixtures of DPPC and DSPC in saline. The

drug . Therefore, the osmotic pressure of the internal aqueous fluid in the liposome was

liposomal suspensions were prepared by suspending the LUV (DPPC/DSPC=9/l, w/w) in

assumed to be the osmotic pressure of such a liposomal sample before the dialysis.

8

9
2. 2. 6 In Vitro Drug Release

large enough and the diffusion of free 6-CF out of the dialysis tube was quick enough to

The rate of release of 6-CF from a thermosensitive LUV as a function of heating time was

assume that 6-CF release from the liposome occured under sink condition.

examined by passing the Jiposome through a heated thin polyethylene tube (PESO,
Intramedic). The tube consisted of two parts. The first part (about 20 em) was immersed
in a water bath maintained at 37°C for pre-heating the liposome, and the second part was

2. 3 Results and Discussion

immersed in another water bath maintained at various temperatures for heating the

2. 3.1 Phase-Transition Temperature of DPPC/DSPC Mixtures

liposome. The length of the second part was varied from I em to 5 em in order to change
the sample resident time in the heated tube. The liposome was diluted 10-fold with saline

Thermosensitive liposomes can be prepared from membrane-lipid compositions so as to
exhibit the phase transition temperature at HT (41-45°C). It has been shown that

and was passed through the tube at 0.42 mVmin. It was ascertained that the time required

appropriate combination of DPPC with DSPC or dipalmitoylphoshatidylglcerol (DPPG)

for the sample to reach the water bath temperature in the heated tube was less than 1 s.

exhibited a phase transition temperature near HT temperatures. Yatvin et al. 104 and
Weinstein et al.9S reported the use of the combination of DPPC and DSPC in the ratio from

This was achieved by measuring the temperature of the sample flowing out of the heated
tube. The sample flowing out was pooled in a plastic tube. The release rate of 6-CF was
determined as a function of the time required for the sample to pass through the heated
tube.

711 to 7/3 (molar ratio) for thermosensitive SUV. Magin et al.S4and Bassett et al. 9 reported
the use of the combination ofDPPC and DPPG (4/1, w/w) for thermosensitive LUV.
In the present study, we used the combinations ofDPPC and DSPC. In order to obtain

Temperature release-rate profiles of 6-CF and CDDP liposomes were determined by

an optimum combination, we examined the DSC's of mixtures of these lipids (Fig. 2.1).

incubating the liposomes at various temperatures as follows. The liposomes were diluted

The phase diagram is similar to the previously reported one in using a mixture of DMPC

10-fold with saline. Two ml of each sample was placed in a Centrisart tube and incubated

and DSPC. 49 As the portion of DSPC in the mixture was increased, the peak phase

for 15 min in a water bath (BT-21, Yamato) maintained at constant temperatures (variation
was less than 0.1 °C). The released 6-CF or CDDP was separated from the liposomal
suspension and assayed by the same method as in the liposomal drug-content assay.

transition temperature shifted to the values intermediate between those of the pure
components. The peak phase-transition temperatures for DPPC/DSPC=9/l (w/w) and
DPPC/DSPC=7/3 (w/w) were found to be 41.5 oc and 42.5 °C, respectively, showing
close correspondence to the reported values. 49 For achieving larger chemotherapeutic effect

2.2.7 Liposomal Membrane Permeability

of a HT-mediated liposome delivery with minimum side effect, it is favourable that HT

Membrane permeabilities of a 6-CF thermosensitive LUV at the gel phase, the gel-to-liquid-

temperature at which the drug release occurs is as low as possible. Therefore, we chose

crystalline transition phase and the liquid-crystalline phase were evaluated by examining the

DPPC/DSPC=9/1 (w/w) for the lipid composition so as to get the phase transition

release of 6-CF from the liposome at temperatures of the three phases. Preliminary

temperature near the lower limit of HT temperature.

temperature release-rate test suggested that when the liposome was heated above its phase
transition temperature, it released 6-CF before reaching the test temperature. To avoid this,

2. 3. 2 Mean-Size and Size-Distribution of Liposome

the pre-dialysis liposome was used for the test sample. It was ascertained that the liposome

The negative stain electron micrograph of the SUV and the LUV are shown in Fig. 2.2.,

did not release 6-CF during the heating process, unless the liposome was placed in the test

and the freeze fracturing electron micrograph of the LUV is shown in Fig. 2.3. Both of the

medium since the concentrations of 6-CF in the internal aqueous space and in the liposome

liposomes appeared unilamellar. 19 The mean particle diameters of the SUV and the LUV

suspending fluid were in equilibrium. Three ml of the pre-dialysis Jiposome heated to the

were approximately 0.08pm and 0.2pm, respectively. The size distribution of the CDDP

test temperature was placed in a dialysis tube and was dialyzed for 3 hr or 16 hr in 1000 ml

encapsulated LUV obtained by the filter extrusion is shown in Table 2.1. Almost 70% of

of sodium chloride solutions of various concentrations (0.6%, 0.9% and 1.35%,
respectively) at constant temperatures (25°C, 37°C, 41°C, 47°C and 57°C, respectively).

the liposome was distributed in the size smaller than 0.45 pm but the remaining percent

The release rate was determined by measuring the remaining unreleased 6-CF during

method appeared larger than the size estimated by the electron micrograph. The size

dialysis. It was ascertained that the volume of the dialyzing fluid (release test medium) was

distribution of the same LUV determined by the light scattering is shown in Fig. 2.4. The

was distributed beween 0.45 pm and 5 pm. The mean size of the LUV estimated by this

10

11
profile showed a bi-modal distribution. The one peak located near 0.2,um and the other
located near 2,um. The size of the LUV as a single particle obtained by the electron

A

micrograph and the bi-modal size distribution obtained by the light scattering suggest that
the liposome may exist in the fluid as multidispersion.

Table 2.1 Size dis!ribution of a COOP-encapsulated LUV liposome (DPPC/DSPC=9/I,
wfw) obtained by exiTUsion through Acrodiscs filters of different pore sizes.

Pore size of filter a)

Percent filtered

5f.JIO pass
l.2f.JIO pass
0.45Jllll pass

97.4 b)

84.9
69.6

a) Acrodisc. b) Percentage of the liposome passing through the filter without disruption
was evaluated by measuring the concen!Tation of the liposomally-en!Tapped drug in the
filtered fl uid.

B

60

0
0

~

iii"'

50

0c..

.,E
1-

40
0.0

0 .5

1.0

DSPC/(DPPC + DSPC)

F ig.2. 1 Peak phase-transition temperatures of DPPC/DSPC mixtures measured by
differential scanning calorime!Ty.
Fig. 2.2 Negative-stain electron micrographs of a SUV liposome (A) a LUV liposome
(B) both of which were composed of DPPC/DSPC (9/1, w/w). Magnification, 150,000;

bar =O.IJllll .
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2. 3. 3 Liposome Drug-Encapsulating Efficiency
Generally, higher drug-encapsulating efficiency of liposome is thought to be preferable for
its clinical use. When an encapsulated drug is soluble in an aqueous fluid, the liposome
drug-encapsulating efficiency is obviously determined by the volume of the internal
aqueous fluid. Because of its larger aqueous fluid volume, LUV is thought to exhibit
higher encapsulating efficiency than SUV. In the present study, the LUV encapsulated
about 25% CDDP (250.ug CDDP and 20mg lipid/ml). On the other hand, the SUV
encapsulated about 15 %of the drug (ISO.ug CDDP and 80mg lipid/ml). The entrapment
per the lipid in the SUV was about one sixth of that in the LUV. This indicates that the
injection of CDDP as LUV can save the lipid, thus offering a greater advantage for the
therapeutic use of the liposome.
2. 3. 4 Long-Term Storage Stability
Generally, liposome stability is thought to be affected by lipid composition and type of
liposome. It was reponed that a liposome prepared with saturated phospholipid is more
Fig. 2.3 Freeze fracturing electron micrographs of a LUV liposome which was
composed of DPPC/DSPC {9/1, w/w). Magnification, 150,000; bar =O.!Jllll.

stable than that prepared with unsaturated phospholipid such as Egg PC.BB It was also
reponed that LUV is more stable than SUV. 88 Generally, SUV tends to coalesce. Coalescence caused by aggregation may induce drug leakage from the liposome even if it is
prepared with saturated phospholipid. However, the long-term storage stability of thermo-

40

sensitive liposome has not been reponed.
~

"iii
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In the present study, the stabilities of a CDDP-encapsulated thermosensitive SUV and a
CDDP-encapsulated thermosensitive LUV were examined by storing the liposomes at 4°C

J

30

and room temperature (RT) for 6 months (Table 22). The latencies of the LUV stored at
4°C and RT were both more than 97% even after 6 months. No coalescence was

20

observed. On the other hand, the latencies of the SUV stored at 4°C and RT for one month

~

:;

€

iii

were 91.8% and 9.2%, respectively. In the SUV, remarkable coalescence was observed
one week after storage at RT or one month after storage at 4°C. These results indicate that

10

c

the LUV prepared with DPPC/DSPC is stable even upon long-term storage at RT.
0
30

300

3000

Particle diameter (nm)

2. 3. 5 Time Course of Heat-Specific Drug Release
In order to achieve drug targeting by HT-mediated thermosensitive liposome, the liposome
should release the highest possible amount of the drug within a shon time. Magin and

Fig. 2.4 The normalized particle-size distribution ploued against particle diameter for
CDDP-encapsulated LUV liposome composed of DPPC/DSPC {9/1, w/w). The normalized size-distribution was obtained by size-distribution processor analysis in Coulter N4
submicron analyzer.

Niesman 54 demonstrated that drug release from a thermosensitive LUV occurred very
rapidly (in a few seconds) after the liposome was heated in a small glass capillary tube. To
evaluate time-dependent drug release from a thermosensitive LUV, we heated the liposome
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in a flow system where the liposome passed through heated thin tubes with different
lengthes.
Fig. 2 5 shows time-dependant 6-CF release from the LUV when it passed through a
heated tube. At 41 and 42°C, the liposome released about 70% of entrapped 6-CF within 2
sec. Thereafter, the release profile reached a plateau level. At 40°C, the liposome released
about 25% of the entrapped 6-CF within 15 sec the release profile also reaching a plateau
level after the initial release. However, at 38°C, the liposome did not release 6-CF even
after 1 min.
The data correspond to the previous report/4 the drug release occurred explosively
within a short time (a few seconds) in response to heating, and the rate depended on the
incubation temperature rather than the incubation time. By considering the data of HTmediated release and the increase in the tumor CDDP level (Chapter 4), the heating time of
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a few seconds is probably short enough for the in vivo drug release.
Time

Table 2.2 Stabilities of a COOP-encapsulated SUV and a COOP-encapsulated LUV
liposome (DPPC/DSPC=9/1, w/w) when stored at 4°C and room temperature (RT).

Liposome

suv

LUV

Month
0

0
1.5
3
6

4°C

RT

97.5 a)
91.8 b)

9.2 b)

98.2
98.2
98.2
97.1

(sec)

Fig. 2.5 Time-dependent 6-CF release from a 6-CF encapsulated thermosensitive LUV

liposome (DPPC/DSPC=9/1, w/w) when the liposome passed through a tube heated at
different temperatures. The release rate was plotted against time for the liposome to pass
through the heated tube. ( e ), 38°C; ( • ), 40°C; ( A ), 41 °C; ( 6 ), 42°C.

2.3.6 Effect of Lipid Composition on Drug Release
Heat-specific drug release is thought to be primarily determined by the lipid composition to

95.1
99.9
96.3

exhibit a phase transition at HT temperatures. Temperature-dependent release of CDDP
from LUV's prepared with different ratios of DPPC and DSPC is shown in Fig. 2.6.
A LUV composed of DPPC/DSPC=9/l released the drug at and above 41 °C, but did not

a) The latencies(%) of the liposomes were used as a measure for liposomal stability.

release at 38°C. The increase in release-rate was very sharp between 40°C and 41 °C. The

b) Remarkable coalescence was observed.

lowest temperature at which the drug release occurred, appeared slightly below the peak
phase transition temperature as observed above. The amount of the drug released at 42°C
was more than 80%.
As far as LUV's composed of DPPC/DSPC=7/3 and DPPC/DSPC=5/5, the drugrelease temperature was shifted higher by approximately 1°C for DPPC/DSPC=7/3, and by
approximately 3°C for DPPC!DSPC=5/5. The LUV composed of DPPC/DSPC=5/5 did
not show sharp drug-release increase at its phase transition temperature. The LUV
composed of DSPC alone, did not show drug release at the temperature range of HT.
These results indicate that the lipid composition of DPPC/DSPC= 9/1 is optimum for
HT-sensitive drug release.
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composition (data not shown). One reason may be that the membrane of the Iiposome with

2.3. 7 Effect of Liposome Type on Drug Release
Heat-specific drug release depends on the liposomal type and the preparation method, but is

higher inside osmotic pressure is flexing outward by the internal fluid and the outer lipid

primarily determined by the lipid composition. The drug release from the three classes of

layer is tensioned by this force. This may contribute to the mechanism for heat-specific

liposomes (SUV, LUV and MLV) were previously examined by measuring the release of

drug release (discussed below).

Ara-C from the liposomes at temperatures near the phase transition. 61 The LUV showed
sharp increase in drug-release near the phase transition temperature. On the other hand, the
100

SUV and the MLV exhibited gradual release around the transition temperature, and the
release rates were lower. In the present study (Fig. 2 .6), a similar difference of the release
characteristics between the SUV and the LUV was also found between a CDDP
encapsulated SUV and a CDDP encapsulated LUV. Unlike the LUV, the SUV showed
only a slight increase in drug release as the temperature was increased through the phasetransition temperature. The release rate at 42°C was about one sixth of that found in the
LUV. Smaller rate of the drug release from the SUV as compared with the LUV is
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probably due to the larger lipid-membrane curvature of the SUV.
These results indicate that the LUV is more favourable for thermosensitive drug release
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than the SUV.
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2. 3. 8 Effect of Osmotic Pressure on Drug Release
The difference of the osmotic pressures between the internal aqueous fluid in the liposome

38

4 0
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Temperature

44

4 6

48

("C)

and the release test medium (external fluid of the liposome) is also a factor influencing
thermosensitive drug release. There have been few reports on the effect of the differential
osmotic pressure, and the osmotic permeability of a liposome have been reported.
11,64,67,68, 1 08

Fig. 2.7 shows the temperature-dependent release of CDDP from the

thermosensitive LUV in media with different osmotic pressures

(sodium chloride

solution). The heat-specific drug release from the LUV depended on the osmotic pressure
of the medium. Higher osmotic pressure of the medium as compared with physiological
osmotic pressure remarkably decreased the heat-specific drug release.
The internal-fluid osmotic pressure for the COOP-encapsulated LUV estimated by the
present method was about 1.7 times the physiological osmotic pressure. Fig. 2.8 showed
the dependency of the release rate on the ratio of the internal fluid osmotic pressure to the
external fluid osmotic pressure. There seemed to be a critical point at a ratio near 1.5. On
the other hand, DSC profiles of the liposome suspensions showed that the phase transition
was influenced by the ratio of the osmotic pressure of the internal aqueous fluid to the
osmotic pressure of the external fluids in the liposome (liposomal suspension fluid). The
higher osmotic pressure of the internal fluid shifted the transition temperature to lower
value as compared to the transition temperature of the hydrated lipid mixture of the same

Fig. 2.6 Temperature-dependent release of CDDP from a CDDP encapsulated SUV
liposome composed of DPPC/DSPC (9/1, w/w) and CDDP encapsulated LUV liposomes
composed of DPPC/DSPC (9/1, 7/3, 5/5 and 0/10, w/w). The liposomes were diluted
with saline by 10 times and incubated in a water bath maintained at constant temperatures
for 15 min. ( e ), SUV, DPPC/DSPC=9/l; ( • ), LUV, DPPC/DSPC=9/l; ( .& ),
LUV, DPPC/DSPC=7!3; ( t> ), LUV, DPPC/DSPC=5/5; ( 0 ), LUV, DSPC alone.
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2. 3. 9 Liposomal-Membrane Permeability
Fig . 2.9 shows the membrane permeability of the 6-CF encapsulated thermosensitive LUV

100

at the gel phase, the transition phase and the liquid-crystalline phase. This was evaluated

~

..,.,

by measuring 6-CF release from the pre-dialysis liposome and after dialysis at various
temperatures using media with different osmotic pressures. At room temperature and 37°C

...,
as

!

(gel phase), the amounts of 6-CF released were very low even after 16 hr-dialysis in any

a..

medum. However some erroneous data exsisted in estimating the released amount from the

0
0

50

unreleased amount. This indicates that, at the gel phase, the liposome membrane was not
permeable and it was not changed by the osmotic pressure of the medium. At 41 °C

0

0

(transition phase), however, the released amount was large, particularly in lower osmotic

"
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pressure media. Upon dialysis with 0.6% sodium chloride and saline the release amounts
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E
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were more than 90%. In contrast, the released amount when dializ.ed with 1.35% sodium
0
3 6
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and 57°C (liquid-crystalline phase), the released amounts were smaller than those at the

Fig. 2.7 Temperature-dependent release of CDDP from a CDDP encapsulated thermo-

sensitive LUV liposome (DPPC/DSPC=9/l, w/w) in media with different concentrations
of sodium chloride. The liposome was diluted with the media by 10 times and incubated
in a water bath maintained at constant temperatures for 15 min. ( e), 0.72% NaCI; ( • ),
0.9% NaCI (saline): ( 4 ), 1.08% NaCI; ( "'- ), 1.35% NaCI.

on the time of incubation rather than on the temperature or the osmotic pressure of the
medium.
These results indicate that (i), the lipid membrane at the gel phase is impermeable and
transition phase is permeable and osmotically sensitive so that the liposome releases 6-CF

.,as

very rapidly under lower osmotic pressure of the suspension medium; (iii), the lipid

.!!!~

membrane at the liquid crystalline phase is somewhat permeable but not much osmotically
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phase transition temperature. The results indicate that at this phase, 6-CF release depended

osmotically insensitive rendering the stability to the liposome; (il), the lipid membrane at the

100
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chloride was smaller. This indicated that the liposomal membrane permeability was high at
the transition phase but depended on the osmotic pressure of the test medium. At 47°C

;;

sensitive, and the liposome is not much stable.
50
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0
1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Osm(ln)/Osm(out)

Fig. 2.8 The plots of the rates of CDDP release from a CDDP-encapsulated thermo-

sensitive LUV liposome (DPPC/DSPC=9/I, w/w) at 42•c versus the ratios of the
internal aqueous space osmotic pressure to the external-fluid osmotic pressure. The
release rate data were the same as presented in Fig. 2.7, and the internal-fluid osmotic
pressure was assumed to be 1.7 times as the saline osmotic pressure.
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2. 3.10 Postulated Mechanism of Thermosensitive Drug Release
The findings in the above experiments suggest that higher inside osmotic pressure
contributes to the mechanism of thermosensitive drug-release and is a major driving force

100

of the release.74 It is possible that at the phase-transition temperature, the high inside

A

osmotic pressure enlarges aqueous pores existing at the lipid bilayer, and thereby causes
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the internal aqueous fluid to diffuse out through the pores explosively in a short period.

50

The drug release occurs concurrently with this fluid flow. After diffusion of the inside
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fluid, the pores may shrink or close and the explosive drug release will not occur any more.

~~

This mechanism can explain the plateau level of the release rate as observed in the
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temperature release-rate profile.

Temperature (•C)

2. 4 Conclusion
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LUV is the most favourable liposomal type for TDDS using thermosensitive liposome.
u.

The optimum lipid composition for HT-specific drug release is DPPC/DSPC=9!1 (w/w).
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The higher internal osmotic pressure is essential for the rapid drug release and the optimum
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osmotic-pressure ratio as compared to the liposomal suspension fluid is 1.7. In this
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optimum formulation , the liposome is stable in long-term storage and shows sharp releaserate increase between 40°C and 41 °C. The release occurrs explosively in a few seconds.
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2.5 Summary
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The heat-specific 6-CF or CDDP release characteristics and liposomal properties of
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thermosensitive LUV's which were prepared with DPPC and DSPC have been demon-
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strated in comparison to a thermosensitive SUV. The entrapped amount of 6-CF or CDDP
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per lipid in the LUV was about 6 times as high as that in the SUV. The LUV was stable in
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long-term storage (more than 97% latency at room temperature after 6 months). Unlike the
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Temperature ("C)

LUV, the SUV was unstable. The LUV showed very sharp release-rate increase between
40°C and 4!°C. The amount released at 42°C was about 80%. The release occurred
explosively in a short time (a few seconds). Unlike the LUV, the SUV showed only a
small release rate increase. The optimum lipid composition of the LUV for HT-mediated

Fig. 2.9 The liposomal-membrane permeabililies of a 6-CF encapsulated thennosensilive LUV
liposome at the gel phase, the transition phase and the liquid-crystalline phase as evaluated by 6-CF-

release from the pre-dialysis LUV liposome when it was dialyzed at different temperatures using
aqueous sodium chloride solutions with different concentrations. Panels A, B and C show the
percentage of released 6-CF when dialized with media of 0.6% , 0.9% and 1.35% sodium chloride,
respectively. Solid columns and open columns show the results in 3 hr and 16 hr dialysis,
respectively.

drug release was found to be DPPC/DSPC= 9!1 (w/w). Heat-specific drug release from
the LUV and the drug permeability of the LUV at the phase transition temperature depended
on the ratio of the osmotic pressure of the internal aqueous fluid to the osmotic pressure of
the liposomal suspension fluid (release test media).
These results indicate th at the LUV is more favourable than the SUV for
thermosensitive delivery with respect to drug encapsulation capacity, liposome stability and
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drug release and that the osmotic pressure of the internal aqueous space should be 1.5 or
more times as high as the physiological osmotic pressure for heat-specific drug release.

Chapter 3 Clearan ce Kinetics and RES Distribution of
Liposome in Rats JB
3. 1 In trodu ction
Before a liposome can be used therapeutically in humans, more must be known about their
pharmacokinetics.J- 4•26•44• 7 7 The encapsulation of a drug in liposomes can alter the
pharamcokinetics of the drug. It can prolong the systemic circulation of the drug.
However , the encapsulated drug tends to be distributed to the RES, which may cause
undesirable side effects.
In this chapter, we describe the pharmacokinetics of COOP-encapsulated liposomes
with different heat-sensitive lipid compositions (Chapter 2) after intravenous administration
in rats. The systemic liposome degradation rate and the RES-uptake rate are determined
both theoretically and experimentally.

3 . 2 Th eory
3. 2. 1 Pharmacokinetics after Administrat ion of Liposome

/

Kdeg

Bood pool

a
Kres(=O E / Vb}

+

I

RES

I

Fig . 3.1 Anatomical tissue-perfusion model describing the pharmacokinetics of
liposomes.
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The pharmacokinetics of liposome-encapsulated drug after intravenous administration

3.2.3 RES-Uptake Rate and Systemic Degradation Rate

can be described using an anatomical tissue-perfusion model (Fig. 3.1).12,85Liposomes

Assuming that the liposomes taken up by the RES accumulate in the RES without

when administered, first enter the systemic circulation (blood pool compartment) and are

degradation, the level of the liposome-encapsulated drug in the RES can be described by

mixed. In the repeated circulation, a portion of the liposomes will be degraded by the

the following differential equation:

action of serum components in the systemic blood and the remainder will be taken up by
the RES of which the liver and the spleen are major components (RES compartment).

'tfT!dt = Kres C

(3.3)

Liposomes do not easily distribute to normal tissues or organs except the RES because they
do not easily extravasate. 26 The systemic degradation of a liposome results in the drug's

where T refers to the level of the liposome-encapsulated drug in the RES which is

being released from the liposome. Similarly, the RES uptake of a liposome results in the

expressed as % of the administered dose.

distribution of the encapsulated drug to the RES. Therefore, the systemic degradation of

By integrating Eq. 3.3 with respect to timet, we can obtain the following equation for Kres:

liposomes can be characterized as the release of the drug from the liposomes in the blood
pool compartment (Kdeg, degradation rate).

The RES uptake of liposomes can be

(3 .4)

Kres = Tt /AUCt

characterized as the extraction of the liposome-encapsulated drug by the RES when the
liposomes pass through the RES compartment concurrently with the blood (E, extraction

where Tt refers to the level of the liposome-encapsulated drug in the RES at time t (o/o of
the administered dose existing in the RES).

ratio; Q, blood flow rate; Kres, RES uptake rate).

Assuming t =

oo

in Eq. 3 2 and 3 .4, we can

also obtain the following equation for the level of the liposome-encapsulated drug in the
RES at infinitive time:

3.2.2 Systemic Clearance of Liposomes
The levels of the liposome-encapsulated drug in the blood after administration can be

(3.5)

T-= 100Kru/Kei
Then,

described by the following differential equation:

Tt =T- [1-exp(-Kelt)]
dC!dt =- (Kdeg + Kres) C,

(Kres = QE I Vb)

(3.6)

(3.1)
The cummulative amount of the systemic drug release at time t, Rt can be expressed as

where C and Vb refer to the level of the liposome-encapsulated drug in the blood which is

Rt= (100- T-)[1- exp(-Keit)]

(3.7)

expressed as % of the administered dose remaining in the blood pool compartment and the
blood pool volume, respectively. By integrating Eq. 3.1 with respect to timet, we can

3.2.4 Systemic Degradation Rate as a Function of Time
The systemic degradation rate can also be evaluated by a different way. By applying a

obtain the following equation for the systemic elimination rate (Ker):

convolution equation

Kel = Kdeg + Kres = (100- Ct) /AUCt

(3.2)

where Ct and AUCt refer to the level of the liposome-encapsulated drug at timet and the

30

to the systemic release of the drug from the liposome, the blood

level of the drug released from the liposome can be expressed as

C[ree, t =

/In (X) G(t-X) dx

(3.8)

area under the curve (AU C) of the blood liposome-encapsulated drug level between time
zero and time t.

where Cjree,l refers to the level of the free-drug in the blood after liposome administration,

G(t) refers to a multi-exponential function describing the level of the free drug in the blood
after CDDP solution administration and ln(x) refers to an input function and equal to the
release rate (dR:cldt). Then, using the same deconvolution method as that reported pre-
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26
viously, 30 we can estimiate the cumulative rate of the systemic drug release and therefore the

3.3.5 Blood and RES Total-Pt Level

rate of the systemic degradation of the liposomes.

The total Pt (encapsulated Pt + protein-bound Pt + free Pt) levels in the blood or in the RES
were determined by measuring the Pt in the solubilized blood or tissue samples by the

3 . 3 Materials and Methods

AAS. The blood or the tissue homogenate was solubilized with methybenzethonium
hydroxide (Sigma) at 60°C. In determination of the RES Pt levels, the amount of Pt in the

3.3.1 Liposome Preparation

blood contained by the RES was subtracted by assuming the RES contained 7 % of the

Three types of liposome encapsulating CDDP were prepared and each had different heat-

whole blood. 3 The blood levels or the RES levels were expressed as % of the administered

sensitive lipid compositions [DPPC/DSPC=9/1, 7/3 and 5/5 (w/w)]. The preparation

dose. The volume of the whole blood was assumed to be 8 % of the body weight.JJ.

method was the same as described in Chapter 2. Each liposome contained 200-250 Jlg of
CDDP and 20-30 mg of lipid per mi. The average particle size was almost the same for the

3.3.6 Blood Free-Pt Level

3 liposomes (negative-stain electron micrograph, about 0.2 Jim).

The blood sample was diluted with 10 volumes of 5% glucose and centrifuged. The free Pt
in the supernatant was separated from the liposome-encapsulated Pt and the plasma-protein-

3. 3. 2 Measurement of Pt Concentration

bound Pt using a filter (Centrisart) as described in Chapter 2 and assayed by the HPLC

Pt was assayed by AAS or assayed by HPLC after Pt diethyldithiocarbamate adduct

method.

formation as described in Chapter 2. The HPLC method was preferable for the determination of the low concentrations of Pt.

3.3. 7 Blood and RES Liposomal-Lipid Level
The blood or the tissue homogenate was diluted with 10 volumes of saline and centrifuged.

3.3.3 Measurement of Liposomal Lipid Concentration

Two milliliters of the supernatant was mixed with 1 ml of 10 % trichloroacetic acid and 4

The concentrations of DPPC and DSPC were determined by HPLC (column, J1Bonda-

ml of chloroform. The liposomallipid extracted with the chloroform was assayed by the

sphere, 5J1 C4-100A, 3.9mm id., !Scm, Waters; eluent, methyl alchol/0.1M KH2P04

HPLC method.

=9/1(v/v); flow rate, lml/min; detector, refraction index analyzer, Showadenko; retention
times: 8 min for DPPC, 14 min for DSPC). The liposomal lipid concentration was

3. 4 Results and Discussion

considered to be the sum of the concentrations of DPPC and DSPC.
3. 4.1 Systemic Clearance of Pt after Solution Administration
3.3.4 Blood and RES Liposome Distribution Experiments in Rats

The blood total-Pt (protein-bound Pt + free Pt) levels and the blood free-Pt levels after

SD-JCL rats (male, 8 weeks old and weighing about 300g) were used for the experiment.

administering a CDDP solution to rats are shown in Fig . 3.2. The Pt in the blood,

The liposomes and a CDDP solution were administered intravenously via the femoral vein.

particularly the free Pt in the blood, was eliminated very rapidly.41 The elimination half life

In the blood liposome distribution experiment, the blood samples (n=3) were taken from

and the total clearance of the free Pt were about 10 min and about 600 ml/h, respectively.

the tail vein and collected in a heparinized tube periodically after administration. In the RES

The free Pt in the blood was gradually changed to the protein-bound Pt whose elimination

liposome distribution experiment, rats (n=3) were sacrificed at appropriate time intervals by

from the blood was a little slower than that of free Pt. 4 1 However, the elimination of the

exsanguination from the abdominal aorta, and the li ver and the spleen were removed. Each

total Pt was much more rapid than that of the total Pt levels after liposome administration
(see below).

was homogenized with 10 volumes of water with a ti ssue homogenizer (Polytron
Ki nematica). 29 The distribution of liposome was then determined by measuring the
concentration of Pt or lipids in the blood samples or the tissue homogenates.

3.4.2 Systemic Clearance of Pt after Liposome Administration
The blood total-Pt (liposome-encapsulated Pt + protein-bound Pt + free Pt) levels and the
blood free-Pt levels after administering CDDP liposomes to rats are shown in Fig . 3.3.

29

28
Following the administration of any of the 3 types of liposomes, the total Pt levels were
much higher than the free Pt levels. Thus, the blood total Pt-levels represent the blood
1000

liposome-encapsulated-Pt levels and the blood liposome levels. Six minutes after liposome
administration, almost all of the administered dose remained in the blood. Unlike solution
administration, at this time, the liposomes were distributed only in the blood. Thereafter,
the liposomes were eliminated at a first order rate. The Kel values at various times for each
of the 3liposomes calculated using Eq. 3.2 were almost the same (Table 3.1). The average
elimination rate was faster when the content of DSPC was smaller (the phase-transition
temperature, lower). Certain liposomes have been reponed to accumulate rapidly in the
RES and then reenter the circulatory system. 80 Similar results were obtained with
liposomes composed of DSPC alone in our study (data not shown). However, this
characteristic was not obtained with the present DPPC/DSPC liposomes.
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solid line) and the free Pt (broken line) in the blood after administering CDDP liJX>somes
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Fig. 3.4 The levels of the total PI in the RES after administering CDDP liJX>somes
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(broken line) to rats (dose: 3 ml of liJX>somal suspension/rat).
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Table 3.1 The systemic elimination rate (Kel) and the RES uptake rate (Kres) of liposomeencapsulated CDDP after administering CDDP liposomes composed of DPPC/DSPC (9/1, 7/3,
and 5/5 w/w) 10 rats.

time
(hr)
0.5
I

2
4
6

911-liposome
Kel a)
Kresb)
(jhr)
(jhr)

1.31
1.30
1.28
1.18
1.12

0.43
0.42
0.25
0.18
0.14

713-liposome
Kel
Kres
(jhr)
(jhr)

0.65
0.68
0.62
0.60
0.59

0.39
0.47
0.27
0.19
0.12

515 -liposome
Kel
Kres
(jhr)
(jhr)

0.48
0.47
0.48
0.46
0.42

0.40
0.42
0.29
0.18
0.14

a) Calculated using Eq. 3.2. b) Calculated using Eq. 3.4.

The resulting T- values (about 30% for 911-liposome, about 60% for 713-liposome and 80
%for 515-/iposome) apprear realistic when we consider the difference in the systemic
stability of the liposomes (discussed later). The gap between such T- values and the actual
RES Pt levels (Fig. 3 .4) indicates biphasic elimination of the liposome from the RES. The
relatively fast rate in the elimination phase upto 4 hr after administration reflects partial lysis
of the liposome during its incorporation into the phagocytic cells in the RES. Using the
above Kel and Kresvalues and Eq. 32, we can also estimate the systemic liposome degradation rate (Kdeg). The Kdeg values for 911-/iposome, 713-/iposome, and 515-liposome
were about 0.9/hr, 0.3/hr, and 0.1/hr, respectively. The rate became larger as the content
of DSPC increased. This result appears realistic in light of the general consideration that
the lamellar membranes constructed with the larger amount of DSPC were more stable in
the blcxxf.J

3. 4. 3 RES Distribution of Pt After Liposome Administration
The RES total-Pt levels after the administration of liposomes and a solution are shown in

3.4.5 Systemic Release of CDDP from Liposome

Fig. 3.4. The RES total-Pt level profile for each of the liposomes showed biexponential

The time-dependent rates of the systemic release of CDDP from the liposomes were

decay with a maximal level (25% at I hr for 911-liposome, 32% at 1 hr for 713-liposome,

calculated using the deconvolution method described in Theory. G(r) was assumed to be

37% at 2 hr for 515 -liposome). The maximal level was larger with larger amount of DSPC.

13.2 exp( - 3.44 r) which was obtained from the curve fitting in the blood-free-Pt levels

The result indicates that the distribution of the liposomes to the RES took place relatively

after the solution administration (Fig. 3.2). The time-dependent rate of systemic CDDP

early and that the liposomes distributed in the RES were gradually eliminated from the RES

release from the liposomes after administration is shown in Fig. 35. All 3 types of

at time-dependent rates. This second point, however, is not consistent with the assumption

liposomes showed gradual CDDP release after administration. The release rate became

in the present theory (discussed later).

faster as the content of DSPC increased. This can be mainly explained by the difference in

3. 4. 4 Rate of RES Uptake of Liposomes

DSPC under the influence of serum components. However, the time-dependent drug

the stability of the lamellar membranes constructed with different amounts of DPPC and
The rates of RES uptake of liposome (Kres) after liposome administration were calculated

release amounts obtained as such for 713 -liposome and 5/5 -lipoaome were somewhat larger

using Eq. 3.4 and are shown in Table 3.1. Kresfor all types of liposomes was constant

than those obtained from the Kdeg. This result may be explained by the release of the free

upto 1 hr and thereafter decreased. Theoretically, Kres should not differ with times. The

CDDP from the RES to the systemic blood: the release amounts of CDDP from the RES for

Kres values for later times are assumed to be underestimated because significant liposome

713-/iposome and 515-liposome 2 hr after administration which are estimated using the

elimination from the RES has already occurred (Fig . 3.4). The Kres value at 30 min or 1 hr

above rate constants [T-exp(- 2Ker)- RES level at 2hr](Fig. 3.4) are 13% and 9%,

when liposome elimination from the RES is negligible, is an adequate representation of the

respectively. However, the release amounts estimated by the deconvolution method may

RES uptake rate. The value for all3 types of liposomes was approximately equal to 0.4/hr,

contains some data error because the free CDDP levels were too low
accurate release amounts.

which accounts for uptake of about I % at a single pass through the RES :
E = Kres Vb / Q = 0.4(!hr)24(ml)/1060(ml/hr) =0.009.

This suggests that the difference in the maximal RES level of the liposome-encapsulated
drug among these liposomes resulted from the difference in their systemic degradation rate
(Kdeg) . The hypothetical RES level of the liposome-encapsulated drug at infinitive time
(T-)for each of the 3liposomes can be estimated using Eq. 3.5 and the Kres value at I hr.

to

estimate the
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3.4.6 Fate of Liposomal Lipid

100

The total Pt levels and the Jiposomal-lipid levels in the blood and in the RES after the

..

'i'

administration of 9/ 1-/iposome to rats (the dose in this case, lml of liposomal suspension

...
0

/rat) are shown in Fig. 3 .6. At each time, the lipid levels were almost the same as the total

0

Pt levels. In our preliminary study, the lipids when administered in a solubilized form
showed the rapid elimination from the blood (data not shown). The above results indicate

c
.!

50

that the elimination of the liposomes either from the circulatory system or from the RES

~

.,.

was due largely to the breakedown of the Jiposomes in the body. The relative constancy of

"i

suggests that the RES was not saturated at these doses.

...

the RES total-Pt level profiles for the two doses [1 mVrat (Fig. 3 .6) and 3 mVrat (Fig. 35)]

a:

3. 5 Conclusions

0
0

3

2

Time

Measuring the level of the liposome-encapsulated drug in the blood and the RES and

(hr)

applying first order rate kinetics

to

this data, we have demonstrated important pharmaco-

kinetic parameters (systemic liposome degradation and RES liposome uptake) for CDDP
Fig. 35 Time-dependent rate of systemic CDDP release from the liposomes after
administering CDDP liposomes composed of DPPC/DSPC {9/1, 7/3 and 5/5, w/w) to
rats {dose: 3 ml of liposomal suspension/rat). ( e ), 9/1; ( • ), 7/3; ( 0 ), 5/5

100

mental data and the theoretically calculated values suggests that these parameters adequately
describe the pharmacokinetics of the present Jiposomes. The described pharmacokinetics

40

A

encapsulated heat-sensitive Jiposomes. The apparent good correlation between the experi-

B

will offer useful information when investigating factors that control the efficacy of heatsensitive-liposome-based CDDP delivery.
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3.6 Summary
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The clearance kinetics and RES distribution of cisplatin (CDDP) encapsulated in liposomes

0

0

50

composed of DPPC and DSPC (DPPC/DSPC=9/l, 7/3 and 5/5, w/w) after intravenous

20

administration were examined in rats. All 3 types of liposomes were eliminated from the

>
.£

systemic circulation at a first order rate, and the smaller the DSPC content the faster the

Ul

w

a:

0
0

elimination rate (Ket): Kel values for 9/1-/iposome, 713-/iposome and 515-liposome were

10

approximately 1.3/hr, 0.7/hr and 0.5/hr, respectively.

a;

The RES distribution of all 3 types of liposomes occurred relatively early, within 4 hr
after administration, and the liposomes were then gradually eliminated from the RES. The

0

0
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2
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Tlme(hr)

6

0

10
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30

Tlme(hr)

amount of the RES distribution appeared to be dependent on both the rates of the systemic
release of CDDP from the liposomes (liposome degradation ) and the uptake of the
Jiposomes by the RES. A liposome composed of a smaller amou nt of DSPC released

Fig. 3.6 The levels of the totai-Pt ( e ) and the liposomal-lipid ( 0 ) in the blood
(Panel A) and in the RES (Panel B) after adminis tering CDDP liposomes composed of
DPPC/DSPC (9/1, w/w) to rats (dose: I ml of liposomal suspension/rat).

CDDP in the systemic blood at a faster rate and therefore distributed in the RES to a smaller
extent.
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The rate kinetics based on an anatomical tissue-perfusion model indicated that the rate
of liposome uptake by the RES, Kres was almost the same (0.4/hr) for all 3 types of
liposomes, while the systemic degradation rate, Kdeg (Kel- Kres) became smaller as the
content of DSPC decreased. The Kdeg value for each type of liposome corresponded with
the systemic CDDP release rate.

Chapter 4 Increased Tumor Cisplatin Levels in Heated
Tumors in Mice 35
4.1 Introduction
The concept behind the present TDD system is HT -dependent phase transition of liposome
and phase-transition-induced drug release from the liposome.96,9a The site of the drug
release is in the local blood at or adjacent to the heated tumor.96,98 The TDD efficiency will,
therefore, depend largely on the heat sensitivity of the liposome and its concentration in the
local or systemic blood.l2
Chapter 2 described that a LUV released CDDP at HT temperatures at a higher rate than

a SUV.l05 However, the TDD efficiency of this type of liposome is not yet known.
Therefore, the purpose of the present study is to examine whether or not the tumor CDDP
levels in mice after the administration of CDDP in thermosensitive LUV and thermosensitive SUV are increased in response to HT, and also to investigate the factors
governing their TDD efficiency, in comparison with CDDP solution (Sol) and nonthermosensitive liposomes.
4.2 Theory
4.2.1 Pharmacokinetics after Administration of Thermosensitive Liposomes
The pharmacokinetics of encapsulated drug in liposome and free drug after administration
can be described using an anatomical tissue-perfusion model (Fig. 4.1).1 2 Following the
administration of liposome without HT, although a certain amount of the drug encapsulated
in the liposome is taken up by the RES, the residual amount will be released gradually in
the systemic blood (Chapter 3) . As a result, the free drug will be distributed to the tumor
or to the normal tissue (organ). Liposome itself, however, is assumed not to be distributed
to the tumor or the normal tissues. 26 If liposome administration is combined with HT,
rapid drug release will occur in the blood at or adjacent to the heated tumor when the
liposome travels concurrently with the blood through the tumor. The released drug will be
distributed in the tumor, resulting in high tumor drug level. Therefore, the TDD efficiency
of the present delivery system will depend largely on the concentration of the liposome in
the local or systemic blood as well as the heat sensitivity of the liposome.
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Table 4.1 Liposomal composition, phase transition temperature and CDDP content of
the Jiposomes.

l.v.
administration
systemic

blood
systemic

Liposome

clearance

llposome

LUV·l
LUV-2
LUV-3
SUV-1

local blood
llposome

I HT -specific
Tdrug release

Composition
(w/w)

Phase transition
temperatllle

DPPC/DSPC (9/1)
DPPC/SMT (10/1)
DSPC/SMT (1011)
DPPC/DSPC (9/1)

oc

41
41
58
41

CDDP content
Jlg/ml a)

250
350
300
150

a) The CDDP content was determined by separating the liposome-encapsulated CDDP
from the free CDDP; each LUV contained about 20 mg of lipid per ml, and SUV-1
contained 4 limes as much lipid as the LUVs.
heating at HT
temperatures
(40°C-45°C)

4.3.2 In Vivo Tumor Heating
Tumor-bearing mice were prepared by inoculating Meth A fibrosarcoma (Meth A) cell
(lxJ06) into the left flank of BALB/c mice (female, 8 weeks old and weighing about 25
targeted

tumor

g). 69 The tumor was heated by placing a PTC heater (Positive Temperature Coefficient
Thermistor, 10 mm in length and 10 mm in width; Tokyo Denki Kagaku, Tokyo) on the

Fig. 4.1 Schematic description of pharmacokinetics after administration of thermo-

sensitive Jiposome.

tumor surface on day 7 after the inoculation (Fig. 4.2). The mean of the length and the
width of the tumor was about 10 mm, and the thickness of the tumor was about 2 mm.
The heater was fixed to the tumor with surgical tape. The mouse was fixed on a sheet with

4.3 Materials and Methods

adhesive tape while conscious until the end of the heating.
For the tumor CDDP distribution study, a heater temperature of 47°C was used. The

4.3.1 Liposome Encapsulating CDDP

heating was started at 15 min after drug administration and was continued for 30 min. This

Two types of thermosensitive LUV which release the encapsulated CDDP at the HT

HT timing is usually used in HT therapy .56

temperatures at a faster rate (LUV-1 andLUV-2) were prepared by REV method (Chapter
2). A thermosensitive SUV (SUV-1) was prepared with the same lipid composition as that

4.3.3 CDDP Level in Blood and Tumor after Administration

for LUV-1 according to the film method (Chapter 2). The phase transition temperature of

The liposomes and the CDDP solution (Sol) were administered intravenously via the tail

each liposome was adjusted near the HT temperature using a mixture of DPPC and DSPC

vein (dose, 40J1g CDDP/mouse). At each time point, 5 mice from each treatment group

for LUV-1 and SUV-1 and a mixture of DPPC and sodium stearoylmethyltaurate (SMT,

were sacrificed by exsanguination from the heart with a heparinized syringe, and the blood

Nikko Chemical, Tokyo) for LUV-2 (Table 4 .1). A non-thermosensitive LUV which does

and tumor samples were obtained. The tumor sample was homogenized with a tissue

not release CDDP at HT temperatures (LUV-3) was prepared using a mixture of DSPC and

homogenizer (Polytoron, Kinematica). The concentration of CDDP in the blood and the

SMT with the phase transition temperature higher than HT temperatures (Table 4.1). The

tumor was determined by the same method as described in Chapter 3. The CDDP

SMT in LUV-2 and LUV-3 was used as a modifier for liposome dispersion.

concentration in all cases except that following SUV-1 administration was determined by
HPLC (Chapter 2) and by AAS (Chapter 2). The CDDP concentration in the case of SUV

39
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administration was determined only by HPLC since AAS was not available in this

effort to decrease their systemic clearance by improving their dispersion characteristics.

experiment.

However, we got the opposite effect in the systemic clearance after LUV-2 administration
(discussed below).
4.4.2 In Vitro Release Characteristics of Liposomes
The heat-specific drug release from a thermosensitive liposome has been demonstrated to
occur explosively and completely in a few seconds, indicating that the release rate does not
change much if the heating time is longer than 1 min (Chapter 2). Therefore, as a
convenient temperature-dependent release test, we employed the method of incubating the
liposomes at various HT temperatures for 15 min. Fig . 4.3 shows the temperaturedependent release rate profiles for LUV-1, LUV-2, SUV-1 and LUV-3 . The LUV-1 and
LUV-2 showed very sharp temperature-dependent release profiles. They released CDDP at
HT temperatures almost completely, but did not release CDDP at 39°C. The critical release

2:

temperatures for LUV-1 and LUV-2 were slightly different, being 41°C and 42°C,
47•C

50

/

~

respectively. It is suggested that the higher temperature obtained with LUV-2 is due to the

t
0

relatively high phase transition temperature of SMT. Although SUV-1 released CDDP at

....__.
HT

I
15

HT temperatures, the rate was slower than those observed with the thermosensitive LUVs.
The mean amounts of the drug released from LUV-1, LUV-2 and SUV-1 between 41°C

I

45

time

(min)

and 47°C were 82, 76 and 32%, respectively. On the other hand, LUV-3 did not release
the drug at HT temperatures.

bottom

surface

4.4.3 In Vivo Tumor Heating
Water bath heating is usually employed to heat mouse tumors.105However, this results in
Fig. 4.2 Schematic illustration of tumor heating in a mouse.

the elevation of the body temerature. To avoid body temperature elevation, we employed a
PTC heater. In a preliminary heating experiment, the temperatures at different sites in the

4.4 Results and Discussion

tumor were monitored by instilling a thermocouple into the tumor. A heater temperature of
43-49°C afforded the heating of the tumor to HT temperatures without raising the systemic
temperature. The temperatures at the surface, center and bottom of the tumor reached

4.4.1 Dispersion Characteristics of Liposomes
In the previous study (Chapter 2), the light-scattering analysis of therrnosensitive LUV

steady state within 5 min, and a linear temperature gradient was observed inside the tumor.
Using a heater temperature of 47°C, the temperatures at the surface, center and bottom of

composed of DPPC and DSPC showed that it existed in fluid as a multidispersion with an
apparent size larger than the single particle size (about 0.2J1II1).

the tumor were about 47°C, 44°C and 41 °C, respectively, indicating that a heater
temperature of 47°C afforded the heating of about 80 % of the tumor to above 42°C.

Generally, smallliposomes are taken up by the RES to a lesser extent and stay in the
systemic circulation for a longer time than large liposomes. z In a preliminary study, we
found that adding SMT to the lipid constituent improved the dispersion characteristics of
the liposome. In the preparation of LUV-2 and LUV-3, therefore, we used SMT in an

4.4.4 Systemic Clearance of Liposomes
Fig. 4.4 shows the CDDP levels (% of the administered dose) in the blood after

administration of the liposomes or the solution with or without HT. The levels upto 1 hr

41

40
after liposome administration with or without HT were 10-20 times as high as those after

that this resulted from the relatively high distribution of the liposome into the RES

solution administration. Because of the much faster systemic elimination of the free

(discussed above). Both results indicate that liposome administration without HT does not

CDDP, the CDDP levels after liposome administration are assumed to be nearly equal to the

have any active means of directing the drug to the targeted tumor.

levels of the CDDP encapsulated in the liposome (Chapter 3). The CDDP levels after LUV-

Upon administration of LUV-1 or SUV-1 with HT, high tumor CDDP levels were

2 administration were a little lower than those after administration of the other liposomes.

maintained for a long time. It is suggested that this was due to the slow elimination of

In an additional study, the liver Pt levels at 4 hr after LUV-2 administration were shown to

CDDP from the tumor after distribution. Generally, platinum compounds tend to bind

be two-thirds that after LUV-1 administration and one-third that after LUV-3 administration

tightly within the tissues and tend not to be eliminated quickly after their distribution to the

(data not shown). The larger systemic clearance after LUV-2 administration is, therefore,

tissues. 84 The LUV-2 + HT exposure resulted in a rather rapid elimination of the drug

attributed to the faster degradation of the liposome in the systemic circulation rather than the

from the tumor. However, the time to reach the peak levels was different in the two

RES uptake (Fig. 4.1).

assays. There may be some error in the peak level determination in LUV-2 + HT.

Yatvin et

al.1°5 reported

that the systemic clearance of the encapsulated drug was

increased by HT, but in the present study, the clearance was decreased a little. It was

4.4.6 TDD Efficiency (Targeting Index)

possible that the heating of the tumor with a water bath raised the body temperature and

The efficiency of the present TDD system can be evaluated by calculating targeting index

thereby increased the systemic degradation of the liposome. In the present study, such

(Tf) which is expressed as the ratio of the AUC of the tumor CDDP-levels after liposome

body temperature elevation was avoided.

administration with HT to that after Sol administration with HT.2J,24 Table 4.2 shows the
Tis after the administration of the thermosensitive liposomes with HT. The Tl for LUV-1

4.4.5 CDDP Distribution in the Tumor

(about 5) is the largest among those for the present thermosensitive liposomes and is larger

The tumor CDDP levels were measured using an HPLC assay (Fig. 45) and an AAS assay

than that for a thermosensitive SUV reported earlier (about 3).105

(Fig. 4.6). The levels obtained with the AAS assay were about three times as high as those

obtained with the HPLC assay, suggesting that about two-thirds of the Pt was associated
with the protein or the other macromolecules in the tumors.

4.4.7 In Vivo Heat Sensitivity
According to theory, the TDD efficiency is a function of the heat sensitivity of the liposome

In both the assays, the tumor CDDP levels after the administration of the thermo-

and the concentration of the liposome in the local or systemic blood. The ratio of the AUC

sensitive liposomes with HT were shown to be significantly higher than those after the

of the blood levels of the encapsulated drug during HT after liposome administration to the

administration of the liposomes alone (unpaired Student's t test: p<0.01 in the 1 hr tumor

AUC of the blood levels of the free CDDP after Sol administration can give a Tl for

levels). However, such higher CDDP levels in response to HT were not observed after the

complete drug release.28 The value for LUV-1 administration with HT is about 6, which is

administration of the non-thermosensitive liposome or solution. The tumor CDDP level

close to the actual Tl (about 5), indicating that the HT-dependent drug release after LUV-1

increase with only the combination of the thermosensitive liposomes and HT indicates that

administration occurred almost completely. The heat sensitivity of LUV-2 and SUV-1 can

CDDP is delivered to the tumor via the heat-specific CDDP release in these modalities.

be compared with that of LUV-1 on a similar theoretical basis. The AUC of the blood

Moreover, the lack of the tumor CDDP level increase in Sol + HT or in LUV-3 + HT

levels of the encapsulated drug during HT after SUV-1 administration was equivalent to

indicates that HT-specific CDDP uptake by the tumor or HT-specific liposome endocytosis

that of LUV-1. Therefore, it could be suggested that the smaller Tl for SUV-1 was due

does not occur in the present liposome + HT delivery system. The tumor CDDP levels

only to its lower heat sensitivity.

after the administration of the liposomes, except LUV-3, without HT were similar to those

encapsulated drug during HT after LUV-2 administration was about one-third that after

after Sol administration. It is possible that these liposomes released the encapsulated

LUV-1 administration. It is possible that the HT-dependent drug release after LUV-2

CDDP gradually in the systemic circulation and the released CDDP was distributed to the

administration occurred almost completely and that the smaller Tl for LUV-2 administration

tumor as following Sol administration. On the other hand, the levels after LUV-3

was due to larger systemic clearance of LUV-2.

administration without HT were lower than those after Sol administration. It is supposed

Similarly, the AUC of the blood levels of the
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Fig. 4.4 The blood CDDP levels after administration of LUV-1 ( e ), LUV-2 ( 0 ), SUV-1
( 6. ) , LUV-3 ( • ) or Sol ( 0 ) to tumor-bearing mice with (Panel B) or without HT (Panel A).
The CDDP levels after liposome administration rep resent the levels of the free + encapsulated
CDDP. The CDDP levels after SUV-1 administration were detennined by the HPLC assay, while
in all other cases they were detennined by the AAS assay.
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Fig. 4.5 The tumor CDDP levels (HPLC assay) after the administration of LUV-1, LUV-2, SUV1 , LUV-3 or Sol to tumor-bearing mice with ( e ) or without HT ( 0 ). Panel A, B , C, D and E
show the tumor CDDP levels after the administration of LUV-1, LUV-2 , SUV-1, LUV-3 and Sol,
respectively. Each result represents the mean with SE of 5 mice.
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Table 4.2 The targeting indexes after liposome administration with HT.
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4_5 Conclusions
The tumor CDDP-level was increased in response to HT after the administration of the

D

thermosensitive liposomes, and the increase was the largest with the LUV having a high

6

heat sensitivity and small systemic clearance (LUV-1; Tl: about 5). The increase was due

4

to the heat-specific CDDP release at the heated tumor. This TDD system will be useful in
HT-combined tumor therapy.
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a) The ratio of the AUC of the tumor CDDP-levels between 0 and 4 h after liposome
administration with HT to that after solution administration with HT.
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HT-dependent CDDP release and tumor-CDDP-level increase after the administration of
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Fig. 4.6 The nimor CDDP levels (AAS assay) after the administration of LUV-l,LUV-2, LUV-3
or So/to tumor-bearing mice with ( e ) or without HT ( 0 ). Panels A, B, C and D show the
tumor CDDP-levels after the administration of LUV-J,LUV-2,LUV-3 and Sol, respectively.
Each result represents the mean with SE of 5 mice.

thermosensitive LUVs (LUV-1 and LUV-2) and a thermosenstive SUV (SUV-1) were
examined in comparison with those following administration of a non-thermosensitive
LUV (LUV-3) and a CDDP solution (Sol) in tumor bearing mice. The LUV-1 and LUV-2
released CDDP at a faster rate than SUV-1 when incubated in saline at temperatures
between 4!°C and 44°C. The blood CDDP levels after liposome administration were
higher than those after Sol administration. The systemic clearance of LUV-2 was slightly
larger than those of the other liposomes. The tumor CDDP levels after thermosensitive
liposome administration were increased in response to HT in comparison to LUV-3 or Sol.
The increased ratio for LUV-1 was the largest. The ratio of the area under the tumorCDDP-level versus time curve (AUC) for LUV-1 + HT to the AUC for Sol+ HT was
about 5.
The results indicate that (i) the tumor-CDDP-level increase after thermosensitive
liposome administration is due

to

CDDP release from the liposome in the blood at or

adjacent to the heated tumor, (ii) the increase is highly dependent on the heat sensitivity and
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systemic stability of the liposome, and (iii) LUV, such as LUV-1, exhibite higher heat
sensitivity and larger targeted drug delivery efficiency than SUV.

Chapter 5 Heat-Induced Drug Release Rate and Maximal
Targeting Index (TI) 34,37
5.1 Introduction
Theoretical basis of drug targeting have been reported by several workers,12,H» but none
afford a quantitative evaluation of the site-specific drug release and the upper limit of the
targeting efficiency. This chapter describes a theoretical and experimental method to
estimate the fraction of drug released at the heated tumor (F) and the maximal drug targeting
index (Tlmax, TI determined assuming complete drug release) and the evaluation of the F
and Tlmax for the thermosensitive liposomes described in Chapter 4 .
5.2 Theory
5.2.1 Pharmacokinetic Concept behind HT -Combined
Thermosensitive Liposome Delivery
As described in Chapters 3 and 4, the pharmacokinetics of the liposome-encapsulated drug
and the free drug after intravenous administration of a liposome can be described using an
anatomical tissue-perfusion model. The administered liposome first enters the systemic
circulation and is mixed. In the repeated circulation, it is degraded in the systemic blood or
taken up by the RES (Chapter 3). However, little is taken up by the tumor and the normal
tissue (organ). 26 Therefore, although a certain amount of the drug encapsulated in the
liposome is taken up by the RES, the residual amount is eliminated from the systemic blood
via drug release from the circulating liposomes. As a result, the free drug is distributed in

the tumor or in the normal tissue (organ). The elimination kinetics are the same as those
after the administration of the drug as a solution. If a liposome is thermosensitive and its
administration is followed by tumor heating, drug release occurs from the liposomes at or
adjacent to the tumor when the liposomes travel concurrently with the blood through the
heated tumor, and the released drug is distributed in the tumor resulting in a high drug
concentration in the tumor. This is the concept behind the HT-combined thermosensitive
liposome delivery system.96,98
5.2.2 Drug Targeting Index (TI) as a Function of Blood Drug
Concentration
Assuming rapid drug partition between the blood and the tumor, 6 the distribution of drug in
the tumor after the administration of a solution can be expressed by the following
differential equation:
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where AUC(Tdrug, sol) and AUC(Bdrug, sol) refer to the area under the curve (AUC) of the

Vnlf drug 1dt = Q(Bin -Bow)= Q(Bdrug -Tdrug!K)

(5.1)

concentration of drug in the tumor after solution administration and the AUC of the
concentration of drug in the systemic blood after solution administration, respectively.

where Vr, T drug, Q, Bin, Bow and K refer to the volume of the tumor, the concentration of

l.v.lipos~

drug in the tumor, the blood flow rate, the concentration of drug in the arterial blood which
is equal to the concentration of drug in the systemic blood (Bdrug), the concentration of

systemic blood

drug in the venous outflow (effluent) blood from the tumor compartment, and the ratio of

-------

------------~

tumor concentration to the venous outflow-blood concentration, respectively (Fig5 .1).
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Blip+ Bdrug

rapid partition
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Bin= Bdrug

free (T drug)
rapid partition
(k)

heated tumor

Fig. 5 .2 Distribution of drug in the tumor after administration of a liposome with
free (Tdrug)

hyperthermia .

The distribution of drug in the tumor after administration of a thermosensitive liposome
heated tumor

can also be expressed by a differential equation similar to Eq. 5 .1. In this case, Bin is
equal to the concentration of drug released from the liposomes in the blood at or adjacent to

Fig. 5.1 Distribution of drug in the tumor after administration of a solution with
hyperthermia.

the heated tumor in a single pass plus the concentration of free drug which has already been
released at the tumor or at the systemic circulation (the concentration very low), and the

The integration of Eq. 5.1 with respect to time, t, from zero to infinity gives:

concentration of the drug released from the liposomes in response to heat is assumed to be
the product of the concentration of liposome-encapsulated drug in the arterial blood which

AUC(Tdrug, sol)= K AUC(Bdrug, sol)

(5.2)

is equal to the concentration in the systemic blood (Blip) and the fraction of the drug
released from the liposomes in a single pass through the heated tumor (F) (Fig. 5.2).
Bin= F Blip + Bdrug (except HT time, F= 0)

(5.3)
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5.2.4 F as a Function of Tl and Tlmax
Combining Eqs. 5.7 and5.8 gives an equation for F:

The integration of the differential equation gives:
AUC(Tdrug, lip)= K [F AUC(Blip,lip)ts·tf +AUC(Bdrug, lip)]

(5.4)

where AUC(Tdrug, lip), AUC(Bdrug, lip) and AUC(Blip, lip)ts·tf refer to the AUC of the

F= 100 (TI- l)I(Tlmox-1)

(5.9)

This equation enables us to estimate F when we know the values ofT/max and Tl.

concentration of drug in the tumor after liposome administration, the AUC of the
concentration of drug in the systemic blood after liposome administration, and the AUC of

5.3 Materials and Methods

the concentration of liposome-encapsulated drug in the systemic blood between the HT

5.3.1 Experimental Data Used in Calculation of F and Tlmax

starting time (ts) and the HT fmishing time (tj), respectively.
If the liposomes are not taken up by the RES and VT is sufficiently small so that almost

The F and Tim= for four different types of thermosensitive liposomes containing CDDP

all the drug encapsulated in the liposomes is released in the blood after repeated circulation,

(LUV-1, LUV-2, LUV-3 and SUV-1; Table 4.1) were estimated using the present method

then, AUC(Bdrug,lip) is approximately equal toAUC(Bdrug, sol). Then,

and the data on the blood CDDP levels and tumor CDDP levels (Chapter4). The values of
Tl after the administration of these liposomes are again shown in Table 5 .1.

AUC(Tdrug,lip) = K [F AUC(Blip,lip)ts·tf + AUC(Bdrug, sol)]

(5.5)

5.4 Results and Discussion
If we define TI = AUC(Tdrug, lip) I AUC(Tdrug, sol).UJ Then, from Eqs. 5.2 and 5.5,

5.4.1 Upper Limit of Targeting Index
TI = 1 + F AUC(Blip, lip)ts-tf I AUC(Bdrug, sol)

(5.6)

The values of Tlmaxafter administration of SUV-1, LUV-1, LUV-2 and LUV-3 with HT
treatment are shown in Table 5.2. The values after administration of LUV-1 and SUV-1
are about 6. The Tim= value after administration of LUV-2 is less than half, and that after

Using the total body clearance of free drug (Cit) in place of AUC(Bdrug, sol),

administration of LUV-3 is intermidiate.
TI = 1 + F Cit AUC(Blip, lip)ts-tfl dose

(5.7)

As described in the theory, Tlmax can be an indicator of how the targeting specificity of
the delivery system is limited by the systemic clearance of the liposomes. Assuming that

5.2.3 Upper Limit of Tl as a Function of Blood Liposome Concentration

the liposomes are not eliminated from the systemic circulation, the resulting Tlmax (about

The aim of targeting delivery systems is to release the drug at the target site.H Therefore,

10) indicates the upper limit ofT! for the present drug delivery system:

the concentration of liposome-encapsulated drug in the blood at the targeted site is a
primary factor limiting the targeting specificity. The TI value, assuming complete drug

Tim== I +Cit (if- ts) I blood volume = 10
(Cit= 20m! /h; if· ts =l/2h; blood volume= 1m!)

release (F= 1), gives an upper limit of Tl (Tlmax) which is determined just by the

The values ofT!m=for LUV-1 and SUV-1 are about 60% of this limit whereas the value of

concentration of liposome in the blood during HT and the systemic clearance of the drug:

Tim= for LUV-2 is only about 20%. The small Tim= obtained with LUV-2 is due to the

large systemic clearance of the liposomes and thus, a small TI in spite of high heat
Tim== 1 +Cit AUC(Blip,lip}ts·tfl dose

(5.8)

sensitivity for LUV-2 is attributed to the large systemic clearance of the liposomes.

Thus, the Tlmax value can be an indicator how the targeting specificity of the present

5.4.2 Rate of Heat-Specific Drug release

targeting delivery system is limited by the systemic clearance of the liposome or by the
systemic clearance of the drug.

Table 5.3 shows the values ofF after administration of SUV-1, LUV-1, LUV-2 and LUV3 with HT treatment. The F values after administration of LUV-1 and LUV-2 with HT
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treatment were 0.71 and 1.17, respectively. In contrast, the F values after administration

Table 5.2 The values of Tlmax after administration of SUV-1, LUV-1, LUV-2 or LUV-3
with HT treaunent.

of these liposomes without HT treatment were 0.08 and -0.12, respectively. The F value
after the administration of SUV-Jwith HT treatment was 0.34. In spite of some error,
these values obtained with the thermosensitive liposomes seem to reflect their in vitro heatspecific release characteristics (Chapter 4). The results suggest that unlike the small Tl
obtained with LUV-2, the small Tl with SUV-1 can be attributed to the small release rate.

liposome

SUV-1
LUV-1
LUV-2
LUV-3

+ HT
+HT
+liT
+ HT

Tlmax
5.83
6.08
2.32
3.57

The F value after administration of LUV-3 with or without HT was negative with a large
absolute value (approximately -0.3). Theoretically F must not be negative. The value
obtained with LUV-3 may indicate error beyond that of normal data variation. In the

Table 5.3 The values ofF after administration of SUV-1, LUV-1, LUV-2 or LUV-3
with or without HT treaunent.

theory, it was assumed that liposomes are not taken up by the RES, but actually about 20%
of the dose after administration of LUV-1 and and LUV-2 and, about 50% of the dose after
administration of LUV-3 were taken up by the RES (Chapter 3). If we assume that the
fraction of the dose taken up by the RES is a, then the fraction of the dose released in the
systemic circulation is 1 -a , and Eq. 5.6 can be rewriten as:
Tl- (1 -a)= F AUC(Blip,lip)ts·tf I AUC(Bdrug, sol)

liposome

F

SUV-1
SUV-1 + HT
LUV-1
LUV-1 + HT
LUV-2
LUV-2 +liT
LUV-3
LUV-3 + HT

0.00
0.34
0.08
0.71
-0.12
1.17
..0.33
-0.29

F can be recalculated using this equation. The F values for LUV-1 + HT and LUV-1 alone
(a= 0.2) are 0.75 and 0.04, respectively, and the F value for LUV-2 + HT and LUV-2

alone (a= 0.2) are 1.32 and 0.03, respectively. These values are not much different from
those above. The F values for LUV-3 + HT and LUV-3 alone (a= 0.5) are -0.1 and
-0.13, respectively, and these are more realistic than those above in light of the in vitro

5.4.3 Correlation between F and In Vitro Release Rate
In the theory, F is assumed to be constant during HT. However, the fraction released in
the first pass is likely to be larger than the fraction released from the same liposomes in

release characteristics.

each additional pass. Our earlier study showed thermosensitive LUV liposomes release
Table 5.1 The values of T1 after administration of SUV-1, LUV-1, LUV-2 or LUV-3
with or without HT treaunent.
liposome

SUV-1
SUV-1 + HT
LUV-1
LUV-1 + HT
LUV-2
LUV-2 + HT
LUV-3
LUV-3 + HT

Tl
0.97
2.66
0.99
4.63
0.84
2.55
0.15
0.24

encapsulated carboxyfluorescein within a few sec (Chapter 2). Therefore, highly heatsensitive liposomes are supposed to release almost all the drug in the first pass. This,
however, does not contradict the present theory because, with highly heat-sensitive
liposomes, Blip in Eq. 5.3 represents the concentration of only the liposomes which are
going to experience the first pass through the tumor.
Temperature distribution in the tumor is another factor to be considered in estimating
theoretically the extent of heat-specific drug release. If the temperature distribution in the
tumor is not uniform, the fraction of released drug will be different at different sites in the
tumor. Our study on tumor heating with a PTC heater (heater temperature of 47°C)
revealed that the temperature shows a linear gradient in the direction of the depth (Chapter
4). The temperature at the surface of the tumor was almost the same as the heater

temperature while the temperature at the bottom was about 40°C. Therefore, the F value
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represents the average fraction of drug release. Thus, we can compare the F values with
the mean of the in vitro drug release rates at the temperatures from 40°C to 47°C as shown
in Materials and Methods, and these are in good agreement. This indicates not only that the
present method is highly reliable but also that the phase transition of the liposome in
response to the heat occurs quickly enough for complete drug release when the liposomes
pass through the heated tumor (Chapter 2).
5.4.4 Parameter Analysis
The response ofF, AUC(Biip,/ip)ts·tf and Cit to TI can be seen in Fig. 5.3. A larger TI is

5.5 Conclusion
The present method using pharmacokinetic data obtained after administration of a thermosensitive liposome enabled us to evaluate F and Tlmax. The value of Tlmax after administration of LUV-1 and SUV-1 was around 6. The values ofF (0.71 for LUV-1 and 0.34
for SUV-1) are in good agreement with the in-vitro drug release rates. This confmns that
the encapsulation of CDDP in a thermosensitive LUV liposome which is highly heatsensitive and has a small systemic clearance is preferable for the present drug delivery
system.

achieved with a larger area A or a smaller area B, and accordingly by a larger drug release

5.6 Summary

rate (arrow a), a smaller systemic clearance of the liposome (arrow b), an earlier (arrow c)

To evaluate the rate of drug release at heated tumor and maximal drug targeting after
administration of thermosensitive liposomes with HT, a theoretical and experimental
method was derived, assuming the fraction of drug released from liposomes in a single

or longer (arrow d) HT period, or a larger systemic clearance of the drug (arrow e).
Therefore, it is important not only to prepare a highly heat-sensitive liposome with a small
systemic clearance, but also to choose a drug with a large systemic clearance. In this

....__

different types of liposomes using the data on the blood liposome levels and the tumor drug
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2.3. The F values for LUV-1, LUV-2 and SUV-1 with HT were about 0.71, 1.17 and
0.34, respectively, whereas the values for those liposomes without HT and for LUV-3
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and LUV-2 release CDDP almost completely at the heated tumor and that the large TI value
obtained in LUV-1 (TI = 4.6) was due to its high heat sensitivity and its small systemic
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pass through the heated tumor, F, and drug targeting index when drug release occurs
completely in response to heat (F=1), Tlmax. The F and Tlmax were evaluated for four

respect, CDDP is a suitable drug.
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Fig. 5.3 Hypothetical drug concentration in the blood at or adjacent to the targeted tumor (Panel A,
Iiposome administration and Panel B, solution administration) and the response of the heat-specific
drug release rate (F), the AUC of the blood Iiposome level during HT [AUC(Biip, lip)ts·tf ] and
the systemic clearance of a drug (Cit) to the drug targeting index (TI).
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Chapter 6

6.2.4 Antitumor Activity and Side Effects

Enhanced Antitumor ActivityJ6

As a preliminary study, we examined the inhibitory activity of Sol against Meth-A using
6.1 Introduction

continuous treatment schedules. The daily administration for 4 days at 80pg/mouse

Targeted drug delivery (1DD) is one way to increase the therapeutic index of antitumor
A IDD system combining thermosensitive liposomes with HT

showed not only moderate antitumor activity [the weight inhibition of the tumor calculated
from 100 minus the percentage of the tumor weight of the untreated control (TIC) on day
21; 54%], but also severe toxicity (two of five mice died before assay). Therefore, we

drugs.u,25,4J,7D,71,79,8I,IDJ

should attain a large IDD effect, thereby increasing the therapeutic

index .95-Joo,ID4·ID7

This chapter describes the IDD effect and the enhanced antitumor activity in the tumor-

selected the schedule of two consecutive-day treatment (days 7 and 8) at the CDDP dose

bearing mice after the administration of CDDP-encapsulated thermosensitive LUV in

ranging from !Opg/mouse to 40pg/mouse. The antitumor activity for LUV-1 with HT was

combination with HT is presented. The purpose is to determine whether the therapeutic

examined as compared to treated controls (HT alone, Sol alone, LUV-1 alone, and Sol+

index of CDDP is increased by the IDD effect.

HT) and an untreated control. Five mice were used for each treatment and the untreated

control.
6.2 Materials and Methods

The antitumor activity after each treatment was evaluated on the basis of the tumor
growth delay obtained in the periodical measurement of the tumor size (the mean of the

6.2.1 Liposome-Encapsulating CDDP

longest diameter and the widest diameter of the tumor) and the weight inhibition of the

A thermosensitive LUV which releases the encapsulated CDDP at the HT temperatures

tumor obtained from the measurement of the weight on day 21. The tumor growth delay

(LUV-1) was prepared as Chapter 2. The temperature-dependent CDDP release chara-

cteristcs of the liposome were examined using 15-min incubation method (release test-1)

was expressed as the lag time in the tumor growth as compared to the untreated control
(day).

and short-time heating method using a heated tuble (release-test 2)(Chapter 2). In releasetest I, the liposomes were diluted with saline 1:10. In release-test 2, the liposomes were

The side effects after drug administration with HT were examined by measuring the
loss in the body weight (the tumor weight subtracted) on day 21 as compared with the

diluted with the rat plasma 1:10 (in-vivo simulation).

untreated control and blood urea nitrogen level (BUN) on day 13 as an indicator of CDDP
nephrotoxicity. 6s;110 The BUN level was determined by taking blood from the ocular vein

6.2.2 Tumor-Bearing Mice and

HT

Tumor bearing mice and HT were the same as described in Chapter 4. Meth A cells

and measuring the concentration of the urea nitrogen in the plasma by the Urea NB-test
(Wako Pure Chemical, Osaka).

(lx106) were inoculated s. c. into the left flanks of 8-week-old mice weighing about 25 g
on day 0. Drug administration and/or HT treatment was started on day 7 after the tumor

6.3 Results

inoculation. At this time, the mean of the longest diameter and the widest diameter of the
tumor was about 10 mm and thickness of the tumor was about 2 mm. The heating (heater
temperature, 47°C) was started at 15 min after drug administration and was continued for

shown in Table 6.1. In release-test 1 (15-min heating in saline), the drug release occurred
at and above 41 °C and the mean released amount at these HT temperatures was about 80%.

30 min.
6.2.3

6.3.1 Temperature-Dependent Release Rate Profle
Temperature-dependent release rate profiles for LUV-1 obtained from two release tests are

Pt Distribution in Blood, Tissue and Organ

At temperatures lower than 41 °C, the drug release did not occur. In release-test 2 (short-

The Pt levels in the blood, the tumor and the normal organs (liver, left kidney and spleen),

time heating in plasma), the drug release occurred at the HT temperatures within a few

after the i. v. administration of LUV-1 and a CDDP solution (Sol), each at a single dose of
40pg CDDP/mouse, to mice with or without HT, was examined as described in Chapter 4.

seconds but the released amounts were somewhat low; the released amount during 3.4-s
heating at 41 °C was about half of that obtained in 15-min heating at the same temperature in

The concentration of Pt in the tissues was determined by the AAS.

release-test 1. The critical release temperature in release-test 2 was lower by about 1 oc

than that in release test-1.
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Table 6.1 Tempera!Ure.Oependent CDDP release rate proftle.

6.3.2 TDD Effect
6.3.2.1 Pt Distribution in Tumor
The Pt distribution in the tumor after LUV-1 administration with and without HT and Sol
administration with HT is shown in Table 6 .2. The tumor Pt levels after LUV-1
administration with HT were about 3 times higher than those after LUV-1 administration
without HT and Sol administration with HT and the levels were sustained for at least 24 hr.
The AUC of the tumor Pt levels in LUV-1 + HT (calculation using a trapezoidal rule) was
about 3 times larger than that in LUV-1 alone or Sol+ HT.
6.3.2.2 PI-Distribution in Normal Organs
The blood Pt levels and the Pt levels in the liver, spleen and kidney after LUV-1
administration with and without HT or Sol administration are shown in Table 63.
The blood Pt levels at early time after LUV-1 administration with and without HT were
higher as compared to Sol administration with HT. The AUC of the blood Pt levels during
HT for LUV-1 + HT (calculation using a trapezoidal rule) is about 4 times larger than that
for Sol + HT. The liver Pt levels at early times after LUV-1 administration with and
without HT were higher as compared to Sol administration with HT. The 1-hr-liver levels
in LUV-1 and LUV-1 + HT were 1.7-2.3 times higher than those in Sol+ HT. •However,
the 24 hr levels were similar to those in Sol + HT. The Pt levels in the spleen at 1 hr and
24 hr after LUV-1 administration with or without HT were higher as compared to Sol
administration with HT. The 1-hr-spleen levels in LUV-1 and LUV-1 + HT were about 20
times higher than those in Sol + HT, and the levels were maintained at 24 hr. The kidney
Pt levels after LUV-1 administration with HT were similar to those after Sol administration
with HT. However, the levels after LUV-1 administration without HT are about half of
those in LUV-1 + HT and Sol+ HT. The kidney Pt levels in all modalities were sustained
for at least 24 hr.

Release-Test I a)
Temperalllre
Heating Time
15 min

38°C

39°C

40°C

4!°C

42°C

43°C

4.6

3.2

6.9

81.4

80.2

80.2

Release-Test 2 b)
Tempera!Ure
Heating Time c)
1.6 sec
3.4 sec
5.0 sec
a)
b)
c)

39°C

40°C

4!°C

42°C

43°C

45°C

1.6
2.8
3.1

5.8
16.7
22.0

32.2
42.1
58.4

50.9
60.8
66.1

68.9
74.1
73.0

73.0
75.3
79.0

Amount released(%) after incubation of saline.Oiluted LUV-1 (1:10)
Amount released(%) when plasma-diluted LUV-1 (1:10) passed through a heated tube
Equal to the sample resident time in the heated tube.

Table 6.2 Pt distribution in tumor after the administration of LUV-1 and Sol each at 40
pg CDDP/mouse to mice with or without HT. The all data except AUC and TI are
expressed as mean ± SE (n=5).
Tumor Pt Level

LUV-1 + HT

LUV-1

Sol+ HT

pglg tumor
lhr
2hr
4hr
24 hr
Aucb)

TJC)

3.40 ± 0.33 a)
2.86 ± 0.37 a)

0.93 ± 0.08

1.19 ± 0.23

1.09 ± 0.04

0.80 ± 0.08

2.15 ± 0.13 a)
2.90 + 0.45 a)

0.96 ± 0.11

0.78 ± 0.03

0.58 ± O.D2 a)

1.17 ± 0.14

60.3
2.7

19.0
0.8

22.6

a) P<O.Ol compared with Sol+ HTat the same time point.
b) AUC of the tumor Pt level (hr pg/g tumor) between 0 and 24 hr which was
calculated using a trapewidal rule.
c) Tl= AUC(LUV-1 + HTor LUV-1 alone)/AUC(Sol + HT).

6.3.3 Antitumor Activity
6.3.3.1 Tumor Growth Rate
The tumor growth rates after 2 days LUV-1 administration with HT are shown as
compared to the treated control and the untreated control in Fig. 6.1. The tumor growth in
LUV-1 + HT was delayed in a longer time than that in the other treatments. The delay was
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dependent on the CDDP dose. The larger CDDP dose resulted in longer delay. Sol(40) +

32

HT exhibited a certain degree of tumor growth delay. However, neither LUV-1 alone nor
Sol alone showed tumor growth delay.

28

6.3.3.2 Tumor Growth Delay and Tumor Weight Inhibition

e
.s

24

.

20

.,

The tumor growth delay and the tumor weight inhibition on day 21 after LUV-1

!:!

administration with HT are summarized as compared to the treated or the untreated control

~

in Table 6.4. The activity rank orders in tumor growth delay and tumor weight inhibition

0

were:

~

E

:J

LUV-1(40) + HT>LUV-1(20) + HT>Sol(40) + HT>LUV-1(10) + HT>HT alone. The

16
12

activity of LUV-1(40) alone and Sol(40) alone was very small.

8

6.3.3.3 Dose Response of the Antitumor Activity

5

13

9

The dose-response of the tumor growth delay and the tumor weight inhibition for LUV-1 +

Time

17

2 1

(day)

HT in comparison to Sol+ HT is shown in Fig. 6.2. Both tumor growth delay and tumor
weight inhibition after LUV-1 + HT were positively correlated with the CDDP dose. The
CDDP doses in LUV-1 + HT, giving tumor growth delay and tumor weight inhibition
equivalent to those after Sol(40) + HT, were 10,ug!mouse and 17.4,ug!mouse, respectively.

6.3.4 Side Effect
The body weight change on day 21 and the BUN levels on day 13 after L UV -1

Fig. 6.1 Tumor growth rate after the two consecutive-day administration of LUV-1to
tumor-bearing mice with liT as compared to the treated or the untreated control.
Symbols: e . LUV-1(10) a)+ HT; 0 . LUV-1(20) + HT; • , LUV-1(40) + HT; 0,
Sol(40) + HT; A, HTalone; C:., LUV-1(40); X, Sol(40); ····· Non-treatment. a) IOJ.Lg
COOP/mouse.
Table 6.3 Pt distribution in normal organs (liver, spleen and kidney) after the
administration of LUV-1 and Sol each at 40J.Lg COOP/mouse to mice with or without
HT. All data are expressed as mean ± SE (n=5) .

administration with HT are shown as compared to the treated or the untreated controls in

I! IQQ!l and Qrgan ~ l~v~J

Table 65. All treatments were shown to cause a small decrease in body weight when the

LUV-1 + HT

weights were compared to non tumor-bearing normal mice (1.6g- 3.1g). The BUN levels
tended to rise significantly in HT alone, Sol(40) + HT and LUV-1(40) + HT. The highest
levels were observed in Sol(40) + HT. The levels were, however, only 150 % of the

Blood

normal levels. The side effects reflected in body weight loss and BUN level rise appear to
be independent of the liposome administration.

Liver
Spleen
Kidney

0.25 hr
0.5 hr
lhr
I hr
24 hr
I hr
24 hr

NO a)

± 0.39
1.61 ± 0.14 b)

4 .10

6.42 ± 0.39
2.89 ± 0.12
13.46 ± 0.97 b)
10.18 ± 0.84 b)

I hr

4.77

24 hr

3.68

± 0.33
± 0.35

Sol+ HT

LUV-1
J.Lg/g organ
6.36 ± 0.90
3.39 ± 0.69

±
±
±
±
±
2.59 ±

1.29
4.86
1.97
15.1 7
10.02

0.12
0.52
0.12
1.05 b)
0.13 b)

0.28 c)
2.59 ± 0.11 c)

1.27

± 0.05
NO

0.66
2.77
2.24
0.73
0.62
5.64
3.90

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0. 10
0.29
0.32
0.09
0.09
1.01
0.73

a) Not detennined. b) P<0.01 compared with Sol+ HT at the same time point.
c) P <0 .05 compared with Sol+ HTat the same time point.

63

62
Table 6.4 Tumor growth delay and tumor weight inhibition after the 2-consecutive-day
administration of LUV-1 with HT (days 7 and 8) as compared with the treated or the
untreated contrOl. The tumor weight data are expressed as mean ± SE (n=5).

Table 65 Body weight change and BUN after the 2-consecutive-&y administration of
LUV-1 with HT (days 7 and 8) as compared with the treated or the untreated control .
The BUN data are expressed as mean ± SE (n=5).
Loss in Body Weight (Day 21)
Net Body Weight a)

Tumor Weight Inhibition fDay 2])

TIC b)

Tumor Growth Delay a) Tumor Weight

Inhibition c)

%

g

%

daj
0.0

g
6.34 ± 0.44

100

1.0
1.0

5.45 ± 0.32
5.37 ± 0.53

86
85

14
15

2.1

4.61 ± 0.82 e)

73

27

Sol(40) + HT

3.0

2.84 + 0.71

55

LUV-1(10) + HT

3.96 ± 0.58

63

37

LUV-1(20) + HT

4.3

2.42

0
0
± 0.39 0

45

2.5

38

62

LUV-1(40) + HT

5.6

!.63 ± 0.41 O.g)

26

74

LUV-1(40) + HT

Untreated control
Sol(40 d);
LUV-1(40)
HT

a) Lag time as compared to the untreated control. b) Percentage of the untreated control.

g
17.8

Normal mice

24.1

U/llreated control
Sol (40 c);
LUV-1(40)

21.4

(-2.7 b))

17.5

21.3
21.4

(-2.8)
(-2.7)

18.0
17.8

HT

21.0

(-3.1)

25.4

Sol (40) + HT
LUV-1(10) + HT
LUV-1(20) + HT

21.4
21.0
22.2

(-2.7)
(-3.1)
(-1.9)

27.0
18.1
18.9

22.5

(-1.6)

mgldl
1.2

±
±
±
±
±

±

1.3
1.0
1.0
1.2 d)
2.1 d)

± 0.4
± 0.4
23.4 ± 1.9e)

a) Tumor weight was subtracted from the body weight in the tumor bearing mice.

c) 100- TIC. d) 40pg COOP/mouse. e) P<0.05 compared with untreated control.

0 P<0.01 compared with the untreated contrOl.

BUN (Day 13)

b) Difference as compared with the nonnal mice. c) 40pg COOP/mouse.

g) P<02 compared with Sol+ HT.

d) P<0.01 compared with the nonnal mice. e) P<0.05 compared with the nonnal mice.

6.4 Discussion
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should release the highest possible amount of the drug within a short time (a few sec).
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Temperature-dependent drug release was tested in vitro by two different methods (Table
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In order to achieve drug targeting by HT-mediated thermosensitive liposome, the liposomes
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6.1). In a 15-min heating in saline, the liposome showed a very sharp release-rate increase
between 40°C and 41°C. The release at 4!°C, 42°C and 43°C was almost complete. In
50

short time heating in plasma, the liposome released about 60 % of the encapsulated CDDP

11:~

within 5 sec at the HT temperatures (at and above 41°C), although the release rate increase

0

was not sharp between 40°C and 41°C. The release rate obtained is thought to be fast

E

I-

:I

enough for the in vivo HT-specific drug release at the heated tumor. The release starting
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80

2.3

0+---.-~------~

5
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20

40
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80

temperature in release-test 2 was somewhat low. This was due to the phase-transition
temperature shift under the influence of the plasma. These release characteristics are
consistent with those reported previously.54
The tumor Pt levels after LUV-1 administration with HT were shown to be about 3

Fig. 6.2 Dose-response of tumor growth delay (Panel A) and tumor weight inhibition
(Panel B) after LUV-1 administration with HT as compared to that after Sol
administration with HT. Symbols: • , LUV-1 + HT; 0, Sol+ HT; ---, HT alone.

times higher than those after LUV-1 administration without HT and after Sol administration
with HT. The higher tumor-Pt levels are thought to be due to the HT -specific drug release
at the tumor. The TDD efficiency of LUV-1 + HT can be evaluated by calculating the
targeting index (TJ)

28

expressed as the ratio of the AUC of the tumor Pt-level after LUV-1

administration with HT to that after Sol administration with HT. The value (2.7) is a little

65

64
smaller than that for a thermosensitive LUV reported previously (Tl=4.6)(Chapter 5). This

CDDP is released in the systemic blood at a relatively early time and eliminated via the

might be due to relatively fast systemic clearance of LUV-1 (the blood Pt level in Table

kidney, and that the liposome does not have a large ability to mask the nephrotoxicity of

6.3). From the concept of the present TDD system, if the liposome releases the drug

CDDP.

completely in the blood at the heated tumor, the targeting effect should be determined by the

Severe nephrotoxicity is often reflected in a BUN-level rise occurring several days after

ratio of the AUC of the blood levels of the encapsulated drug during HT after liposome

the administration of CDDP and continuing for several days. 6S.llo In the present study, the

administration to the AUC of the blood levels of the free CDDP after Sol administration

BUN levels after the administration of the higher CDDP dose with HT [(LUV-1 (40) + HT

(Chapter 5). The ratio is close to the obtained targeting effect.

and Sol(40) + HT] were obseved to be slightly high (Table 65). However, this effect

It is generally lcnown that HT itself exerts a large antitumor effect and that it enhances
the antitumor activity of CDDP in the combined treatment

18•

In the present study, a similar

appears not due to the nephrotoxic effect of CDDP because similar BUN level rise was
observed in HT treatment alone. At the doses used in the present study, the nephrotoxic

effect was observed. HT exerted a larger antitumor effect than the drug administration

effect of CDDP both in liposome administration and solution administration might be very

alone and the combination of Sol with HT, or LUV-1 with HT, resulted in the synergistic

small.

antitumor activity enhancement. The antitumor activity of LUV-1 + HTwas observed to be

In order to examine the toxicity of LUV-1 on the reticuloendothelial system (RES),75

larger than that of Sol+ HT at the same dose. The larger antitumor activity of LUV-1 +

we determined the RES Pt distribution after LUV-1 administration, focusing on the liver

HT is thought to be due to the thermal enhancement of the CDDP activity and the activity

and the spleen. The liver Pt levels at an earlier time after LUV-1 administration with or
without HT were observed to be significantly higher than those after Sol administration

enhancement by the TDD.
The TDD effect on the antitumor activity enhancement can be evaluated by calculating

with HT (about 2 times higher than those for Sol+ HT)(Table 6.3). However, the amount

the ratio of the CDDP dose in Sol + HT to the dose in LUV-1 + HT to give equivalent

taken up by the liver is lower and the elimination rate is faster as compared to other CDDP

antitumor activity on the logarithmic dose versus antitumor activity response curve (Fig.

liposomes reported. 83 The spleen Pt levels after LUV-1 administration are higher for a long

6.2). The values from tumor growth delay and tumor weight inhibition are 3.4 and 2.7,

time period than those after Sol administration (about 20 times higher than those for Sol +

respectively. The value obtained from tumor weight inhibition is somewhat small. The

HT). However, in the antitumor activity experiment, the change of splenic weight, which

antitumor activity evaluated in tumor weight inhibition in the present study appears to be

might be an indicator of the toxic effects of the liposome to that organ, was small (data not

dependent on the assay period and not to be suitable for the assessment of the TDD

shown). The sum of the levels of Pt, including the liver and the spleen at 1 hr and 24 hr

enhancement ratio. However, these values are in fairly good agreement with the Tl

after LUV-1 administration with HT, are only about 24% and 12% of the administered

obtained above. The TDD enhancement ratio on the basis of the tumor growth delay is 1.6
times larger than that reported for the

SUV 105,

although the comparison is not on the same

experimental basis.

dose, respectively, and they are only 2.8 and 1.8 times those after Sol administration with
HT (8.5% at 1 hr and 6.7% at 24 hr). These results suggest that the present thermosensitive liposome may be less toxic to the RES than other CDDP liposomes.

In a preliminary study, we examined the antitumor activity of another type of liposomeencapsulating CDDP (DSPC alone was used for the membrane composition) without HT

6.5 Conclusion

(data not shown). The antitumor activity was equivalent to those of LUV-1 administration

The combination of the thermosensitive liposome with HT resulted in the tumor CDDP

and Sol administration without HT, which indicates that the liposomes do not have a large

level increase (Tl, about 3) and enhancement of the antitumor activity (the TDD

ability to direct the drug to the targeted tumor.

enhancement ratio, about 4) without severe side effects. This TDD system will be an

The major side effect of free CDDP is the nephrotoxicity caused by the accumulation of

effective way to decrease the CDDP dose, thereby increasing its therapeutic index.

the drug in the kidney during its excretion via that organ. 65.11° The encapsulation of CDDP
in a liposome might be expected to reduce its nephrotoxicity.sJ In the present study

6.6 Summary

however, the kidney CDDP levels 1 hr and 24 hr after LUV-1 + HT did not differ much

The antitumor effect of cisplatin-(CDDP)-encapsulated thermosensitive large unilamellar

from those after Sol+ HT (Table 6.3). This result indicates that most of the encapsulated

liposome (LUV-1) administration with hyperthermia (HT) was examined in mice bearing
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Meth A fibrosarcoma. The tumor Pt levels after LUV-1 administration were increased in

Chapter 7 General Conclusion

response to Hr. The targeting index was approximately 3. The antitumor activity of LUV1 + HT, as measured by tumor growth delay or tumor weight inhibition, was larger than

increased 7 days after the administration of LUV-1 (40J1g CDDP/mouse) with HT.

7.1 Optimum Liposome Formulation
HT-specific drug release from liposome is highly dependent on the liposomal type, the
phase transition temperature of the lipid constituent and the osmotic pressure of the internal
aqueous fluid in the liposome. An LUV prepared using the lipid composition of
DPPC/DSPC=9/1 and adjusting the osmotic pressure of the internal aqueous fluid (1.7
times as high as osmotic pressure) shows a very sharp release-rate increase between 40°C
and 41 °C. The amount released at 42°C is more than 80%. The release occurs explosively

However, this BUN-level rise was independent of the activity enhancement by the

in a short time (a few seconds). In this optimum formulation, the liposomes are stable

liposome.

upon long-term storage.

that of LUV-1 without HT or a solution (So[) with or without HT. The CDDP dose in
LUV-1 + HT to give equivalent tumor growth delay in So/(40J1glrrwuse) + HT was about
lOJ.lg/mouse, and therefore the TDD enhancement ratio was about 4. The ratio correlates
with the targeting index.
The blood urea nitrogen (BUN) level, as an indicator of CDDP nephrotoxicity, was

These findings suggest that the HT combined CDDP delivery system using thermosensitive large unilamellar liposome can decrease the effective CDDP dose, thereby

7.2 Systemic Clearance and RES Uptake

increasing its therapeutic index.

The elimination rate and the RES uptake rate in rats after administration of the optimum
thermosensitive formulation (LUV; DPPC/DSPC=9/l) were 1.3/hr and 0.4/hr, respectively. The obtained rate kinetics support the usefulness of the formulation in the
present TDD system.
7.3 TDD Efficiency
The administration of thermosensitive liposomes with HT results in a tumor CDDP-level
increase. The increase is the largest with LUV having a high heat-senstivity and small
systemic clearance (LUV-1; DPPC!DSPC=9!l)(Tl: about 4.6). The increase is due to the
heat-specific CDDP release at the heated tumor.
7.4 Factors Affecting TDD Efficiency
A theoretical and experimental method to estimate the fraction of released drug (F) and
maximal targeting index (Tlmax) for the present TDD system is derived. The F and Tlrruu:
for various types of liposome formulations are determined using blood liposome levels and
tumor drug levels.
The Tlmax value for LUV-1 (the optimum thermosensitive formulation) is approximately
6, and the F value is approximately 0.7 which is in good agreement with the in vitro drug
release rate. This confirms that heat-sensitive LUV having a small systemic clearance
(LUV-1) is preferable for the present TDD system.

7.5 Improvement of Therapeutic Index
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Combining the optimum themosensitive liposome formulation (LUV-1) with HT results in

Summary

large enhancement of the antitumor activity without severe side effects (the activity
enhancement ratio as compared with solution plus HT, about 4) . Thefore, this system can

In the introduction (Chapter 1), the possibility of TDD by combining thermosensitive

be used to decrease the necessary CDDP dose, thereby effectively increasing the therapeutic

liposomes with HT was described. Avoiding the problem of extravasation inability of drug
carriers which is common in TDD sytems, this system is designed to release antitumor

index.

agents from liposomes in the blood at or adjacent to the heated tumor. Its targeting
specificity is largely dependent on the concentration of liposomes in the local or systemic
blood as well as the heat sensitivity of the liposomes. In search of an optimum CDDPencapsulating-liposome formulation, the present study is foccused on examining (i) the
heat-specific drug release characteristics of liposomes, (ii) the pharmokinetics, (iii) the
tumor drug levels and (iv) the antitumor activity after administering to rats and mice.
In Chapter 2, the in vitro heat-specific drug release characteristics and liposomal
propenies of various types of thermosensitive liposomes were examined. An LUV
prepared using the lipid composition of DPPC/DSPC=9!l and adjusting the osmotic
pressure of the internal aqueous fluid (1.7 times as high as osmotic pressure) showed a
very sharp release-rate increase between 40°C and 41 °C. The amount released at 42°C
was more than 80%. The release occurred explosively in a shon time (a few seconds). In
this optimum formulation, the liposomes were stable upon long-term storage.
In Chapter 3, the clearance kinetics and RES-distribution in rats after administration of

various types of LUVs encapsulating CDDP were examined. The elimination rate and the
RES uptake rate for the optimum thermosensitive formulation (LUV; DPPC/DSPC=9/l)
were 1.3/hr and 0.4/hr, respectively. The obtained rate kinetics supponed the usefulness
of this formulation in the present TDD system.
In Chapter 4, the tumor CDDP levels in Meth-A tumor-bearing mice after
administration of various types of thermosensitive liposomes were examined. The
administration of thermosensitive liposomes with HT resulted in a tumor CDDP-level
increase. The increase was the largest with LUV having a high heat-senstivity and small
systemic clearance (LUV-1). The Tf calculated from the ratio of the area under the tumorCDDP-level curve (AU C) for LUV-1 + HT to the AUC for Sol+ HTwas 4.6.
In Chapter 5, a theoretical and experimental method to estimate the fraction of released
drug (F) and maximal targeting index (Tlmax) for the present TDD was derived. The F and
Tlmax after administration of various types of thermosensitive liposomes were evaluated

using the blood liposome levels and the tumor drug levels. The Tlnwx value for LUV-1
was approximately 6, and the F value was approximately 0.7 which is in good agreement
with the in vitro drug release rate. This confirms that the encapsulation of CDDP in a
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highly heat-sensitive LUY having a small systemic clearance (LUV-1) is preferable for the
present TDD system.
In Chapter 6, the antitumor activity in Meth-A tumor bearing mice after administration of

the optimum thermosensitive LUV (LUV-1) with HT was examined. The activity as
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